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The publishers of the WEEKLY will be pleased to send speci-
men 'copies to superintendents who will place them before 'their 
teachers at institutes, examinations, etc. With a monthly edi-
tion at fifty cents a year, or weekly at $2.00, teachers .of all 
grades can be accommodated. The State Editions are gaining 
a large circulation. 
There seems to be a fascination about arithmetical puzzles that 
leads many persons to waste their time and tire their brains iI?-
efforts to solve them. The "13,15, 14" puzzle that is now go-
ing t4e rounds is a type, 'of the entire , class of puzzles, 
for it ' h15 ' the following characteristics: I. The solution 
can only be found by a tentative process of trial and ex-
periment, and the only tincture of mathematical science which 
it ·has is its value as an example in the mathematical doctrine of 
probabilities. 2. The solution, when it ' is obtained, does no 
good, and is 'utterly devoid of value. It is said that some one 
gave, this puzzle to the great engineer DeLesseps while he was I 
examining the Brooklyn bridge . . Great-engineers, however, are 
a~ likely to fail as other people, a'nd great mathematicians like 
Isaac Newton arid Sir William Rowan Hamilton have no advan-
, - tage over school boys. If the time spent in deciphering such 
puztles were devoted to the study of useful problems, there 
,would be a surprising increase in the sum total of arithmetical 
,knowledge. ' 
The debate, in the French chambers, on the proposed new law 
relating to public instruction, has been yiolent and prQtractt~d. 
- Tile point is the ,famous Art. 7, prohibitory of denominational 
'control of public schools. Jules Ferry, for the law, and Jules 
-Simon, against it, have exerted their highest powers. Minister 
Ferrv in a grel,lt speech on the 5th and 6th, is said to have dis-
play~d great ability, courage, and energy, unsubdued by the pas- , 
. ' sionate interruptions of t-he opposite paity. He claimed that the 
books used by the Jesuits proved that their system is. hostile to 
, 
liberal institutions. M. Simon said that he now felt bound, not 
only to oppose the projected law, but to stand up' for the first 
principles of liberty. M. Buffet cited passages from M. Ferry's 
arguments in "18'76, showing that he was tIie~ opposmg monopo-
ly of instructi@I?' but now he was favoring it. The storm of in- ' 
terruptions continued during the whole of, the Saturday session; , 
It was said in the evening that several former opponents of the 
law would support it if its prohibitioJ;l should only apply to the 
Jesuits, and that it was thought the ministry would accept such 
an 'amendment . . There was great agitation on the 7th, and <?n 
Monday the dis~ussion was resumed. M. Simon declared the 
law uncalled for, useless, and impolitic. Its fate could not be 
foreseen. It was said that if it should be defeated, the goyern-
ment would put in force the repressive enactments against t~e 
Jesuits. ' 
Conductors of written examinations should guard against too 
long a session at one time: Pupils are frequently overtaxed by' 
a half-day's (three hours) continuous strain to reach the end of 
a series of difficult questions. Provision should be made, in - , 
issuing-questions, for a brief. interval for relaxation about once ' 
an 'hour. It is desirable also that a bit of lunch-an apple'or ail 
orange-may be within reach, and a general recess taken. To 
keep 'YOUDlt people anxiously and persistently' puzzling over a 
written examination for three hours at a 'time 'is both merciless 
and injurious. It 'Will soon kill off even the strongest, and th~s; 
who are not thoroughly killed will be more or less physically iIi- ' 
jured so that it will take them weeks to rec~ver. And:yet there 
are occilSions when even more than three hours' time is devoted 
to a series of examination questions. The victims are placed in 
their pens at nine o'clock, ,and not all~wed e~en to 'rise till one; 
two, and three hours after the time {or refreshment. Three hours 
is as long a time as anyone can remain sitting with comfort, to 
say nothing of the severity of a written examination imposed at 
the same time. The fact is, much of the everyday work of school 
is made a drudgery and a task-both to teacher and pupil-whe~ 
it should be made a pleasure and delight. . What need.is there 
of any such servitude to set forms and rules? Why not do you~ 
work in a natural and easy way, 'so that it may be enjoyed by 
all, and thus secure a health¥ and fruitful growth instead of a 
forced and~barren one? A little practical common sense should 
be allowed to influence teachers now and then, even in the per-
formance of set duties. There is no reason w~y ~ach daY's' work, " 
or each written examination, should be conduded 'exactly like 
its predecessor. If teachers would think more about their work; 
and regard it from an outside yiew, they: "Iould very often find it 
possible to transform 'a tedious task. into a. pl'~asant IlDd profitable 
recreation. ' 
..... ., '" 
If it is right to judge of the life, and 'strength of a , thing by \ 
the noise it makes, we _must acknpwledge that Communism in 
France is far from being extinguished. Si\1ce republicanism has ' 
obtained the lead, the republican party, whi<;h' united ' ill' order \ 
te 'seat itself, has' divided into ,many g~oups, which _are growing 
very hostile to each ~ther. The. most radica~ of these, the " ,rag: 
" 
.' . 
" 
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tag, and bobtail" of the grand republican party; is 'known as 
,. Collcctiv,istes." Below is 'an abridgment of their address to . 
the proletariat, and peasantry of the nation. It is taken from 
their organ-I' Ega/itt (Equality)-and is signed by some hun-
dreds of names. It asks for free education, as wiII be seen, and 
a great deal more. The particular objects of abhorrence on the 
part of these Collectivists seem to be the "Dourgeoisie"-the 
"respectable" common citizens, who form the class just above 
them and whose better standing they naturally envy. Their pa-
per has for a device: "The bourgeoisie says that it wants the 
good of all; we know that it takes it; and we demand restitu-
tion." The 'other parties say of the Collectivists that their prin 
ciple may be forn,tulated thus, "Everyone free to wander at will. 
For everyone, the money that he' needs to supply his wants and 
fa.ncies. Death to all who save or accumulate." 
The address is comprised in a few strong sections: 
Considering (I.) That every man has an equa' right, from birth : of support 
and development, until of age to htlp himself; 
(2.) That it is of vital int'erest to all tbat each one should be able to make 
full use of mind, muscle, and means; -
(3.) That this is imp05sible to the majority, while they are restric'ed within 
the narr5>w limits ,left by ~he minority of gorged capitalists and proprietors; 
(4.) That tbis restriction is contrary to national interest and fair justice; 
The undersigned therefore declare 
(I.) That the support and maintenance, and full education, integral and 
profession,;, of all the children should be entirely at the charge of the ,state. 
(2) That the soil and all instruments of production, mooilier and immo· 
Oilier, sbould be the property of the nation to be divided among the groups 
of producers. 
(3.) Thllt the liberties of the press, (·f speech, and of assemblage should 
be entirely unrestricted. ' , 
These being the essentiais of true repulbicanism, we demand their immedi, 
I ate proclamation. ' 
" The'se communists seem to have wiped the bloo;l out of their 
mouths since 187 I ; their raving is something like that of a child 
. 'who cries out "I can't go myself-I can't stand up-hold me-
lead me-!" Our own Kearneyites are more heroic. They call 
for bloQd. They are more of the Kilkenny cat. order. 
, 
that the law is riot so good 'as the constitution would permit. An 
attempt is made to secure 'uniformity of text-books, 'and yet ,the 
new arrangement is but an awkward , attempt to- reproduce what 
it was in-tended to supplant. Far too much stress is said to be 
laid upon parrot-like instruction, and what is taught in the schools 
is not considered such-as will best fit the pupiis for the duties of 
after life. 
The importance of primary educacion is not recognized in this 
law. The critics of the law regret that its framers have paid no 
attention to the Quincy method. But this is curious criticism. 
As weil might law-makers try to legislate upon the human coun-
tenance as upon the peculiarities of individuals engaged in the 
work of teaching. 
A commended provision of the bill is that two members of -
every board shall be teachers; but whether the,e members are to 
be ,actually engaged in the work of teachIng or persons who have 
left the teaching profession the critic in hand does not say. It 
is further stated asa defect that the law does not provide that city 
and county superintendents shall always be teachers, inasmuch 
as the official action of untrained superintendents tends to em-
barrass and hamper 'the. progress of the schools. This point 
seems well taken. We fancy that many portions of th.e country 
could bear witness by sad experience to the wisdom of such a 
provisionary provision. 
It is ~nbusiness' like to put untrained men in charge of work 
requiring'special training, and the notion of keeping the sch~ols 
in the hands of the people by such a course is too crude to be 
longer countenanced. It is even suggested that it is more nec- -
essary to put the schools in the hands and under th~ supervision 
of trained teachers in the rural than in the urban districts, since ' 
in the latter the chances of finding educated men- to oversee the 
work of education are very much greater. 
SectIOn 30 provides as follows, "that no person whose husband, 
father, brother, uncle, or cousin is a member of a Board of Dis'; 
trict Trustees or City Bo:ud of Education, shall hereafter be 
eligible for election as teacher in such district or city, and no 
county superintendent shall draw a warrant for the salary of any 
teacher so elected." This may seem a righteous provision to 
prevent nepotism, which is such ascandal in many of the Western 
states, the local trustees giving places to their female relatives 
while better qualified aspirants are left unemployed. 'But not-
withstanding all the evils of free selection of teachers it is 
evidently a violation of natural and constitutional right to 
debar a person from a position on account of race, sex, previous 
condition f'f servitude, or family relations or connection: The 
point in such cases should 'be one of taste, not of law, It is not 
S~pposing that these "Collectivists" should get into power, 
and prove to be such industrious bees as they profess that they 
"woald ,be if they had a chance;" aud suppose, further, that 
they would imitate the bees also by killing off all drones; this 
drain upon the population would be very well counterbalanced 
by the excellent provWon for the raising and maintenance of 
all infants by the state. Unless baby-farming should be a.s badly 
run lUtO the ground in France as it has been in some other coun-
tries, this would rapidly fill up all gaps, while it would leave pa-
rents delightfully unembarassed; and free, as they cou'Id ask, to 
pursue their own sweet wills. . 
E.DUCATION IN t;ALIFORNIA. 
, flatteril~g to human nature to take the normal dishonesty of ex-
aminers for granted, in advance. If citizens cannot be tnlsted 
without prohibitory clauses of ,this kind, they cannot be trus~e<! 
THE framers of the school law of California have been emu-lating the action of the foolish llIan who built his house on 
sand. , The sand in the 'California foundation, however, is not 
of the choosing of the legislature, but of those who framed the 
new constitution. It ~as, we believe, the result of the victory 
of that party with which the renowned Dennis 'Kearney is some-
what intimately associated. As a warning to other states that 
may be a,Pproaching similar educational breakers, we present a , 
few of the objectionable points in the law, I and its unsubstantial 
support-the co'nstitution. . . 
The chief fault of the ' constitution, on educa~ional matters, is 
that its provisions a;re miser~bly inadequate. But SOIXle claim 
with them. , 
The uniformity of text· books sough.t to be secured in this Ibill 
is merely county uniformity. This section provides for no uni-
form method of making the selection throughout the state, thus 
giving the wily book-agent unlimited opportunity to practice; 
ways that an; dark and tricks that are vain , and to vary those-
tricks in different countits to an u~li~ited extent. This may -
'seem sad, but it precludes the possibility of those gentlemen's 
"pooling their- issues" as was done so neatly and harmoniously 
in the late Missouri campaign. 'How~'ver, when a law is made -
that pleases all parties,- the WEEKLY will announce the fact'to its' 
readers. -
" 
• 
, " 
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THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. "''"=:'''_'-=.=: .~ 
1 h'i" jjgy,-'P....,ti,.a1-l-P"'J'-r-a-m..,.id.":"s..,:: "...A· ~:An~lysisTof-A - Great Myste~. -~yEverett 
·W. ·Fish, M. D. Chicago : C. H. Jones & Co. 1880. Price $1.00. 
An ide~ of the interest and value of the work before us may 
be obtained from an analysis of the deductions and co-incidences 
which are considered by the author as derived from the Great 
~yramid. 
Pz'rst-the Pyramid as an historical tablet, constructed to give 
by a series of measurements the great epochs of the past, and to 
. prophecy great historical and cosmical changes in the future. 
. Second-As representing many astronomicil.l facts and phases 
which it would be impossible to record withcut a knowledge of 
the shape of the earth, its 'size, density, weight, and position 
among the planets. 
1nird-As indicating a system of universal weights and meas-
ures-the same as the "sacrt!d" measure units of the Hebrews, 
and the present scale in use by the Anglo-Saxons. . 
Fourth-As rep,esenting great mathematical problems, as the 
. I • quadrature of the cuc e. I 
Fifth-As indicating divisions of time by months and years" 
including leap years. 
_ Sixth-As possibly prophesying the coming of Christ, and 
perhaps as referred to in the Bible as a direct work ftom God's 
hand.' . . 
-Seventh-As representing numerous minor problems, 'astonish · 
ipg, if not con vincing of a more than human agency in its erec-
.-" tion. 
The work is profus'ely illustrated, and is probably the only 
volume to be had which contains so much in' so small a compass 
about this Great Mystery. The early history of Egypt is fully 
presented, and also ahistory of the Great Pyramid . Its parts and 
proportions are discussed at length, . and an analysis is given of 
its symbols as fully as existing data will permit. 
The Book must be regarded as at) important contribution to 
the study .of ancient Egypt and its wonderful pyramids. 
A System 01 M~ral Scim c:. By La.wrence P. Hickck, D.O., LL.D. Re-
y,lsed with the co-:>peratlon of Juhus H. Seelye, D.O. LL.D, President 
-of. Amherst College. Boston: Ginn and Heath. 
This is "a text-book designed for college study." The science 
is presented simply, concisely, and .clearly, complete in its prin-
ciples, and pidicious in its disposition of facts. . 
. The ground of Moral Science is shown to be our self-conscious 
and spiritual personality. The .ultimate rule of right is reason-
ableness. The brute-the animal moves with his appetite to 
happiness; ·the man ~ith his reason to personal worthiriess-
spiritual excell,ence. 
The moral rule requires a reasonable being to act reasonably-
all voluntary action .should be held subordinate to the dignity of 
the rational spirir.. Moral science is defined as the systematic 
application' Qf this moral rule to. all conceptions of moral con-
duct. 
With' this precise intuition' of right, the rule is applied and 
, the system developed: TJie system has been in use substantially 
as it now appears. for more than a quarter of a century. Indeed, 
the ~evision is "a different book but the same system." The 
improvement consists in some addilions, transpositions, and. elu-
cidation~. The ultimate rule of right, formerly obscure if not 
- cOQtradictory, is more clearly defined; and questio~s 0(' state : 
and state authority; witJl pa'rticul3;r reference to punishment, 
property, taxation, reI>resentatio~. religion, and.education, have 
~ r . ' , ;. _ ' 
been more explicitly stated and applied. The author's idea of 
conscience as distinguished from consciosness is a little obscure, 
when 'we are told that the former is a quickening self conscious-
ness of spiritual excellency. But, the system is positive rather 
than critical, and suggestive rather than exhaustive in detail' 
This book deserv.es the careful study of every student of life; 
truth, and duty. It is just the thing for a live teacher and a 
zealous class in the college or the high school. 
SPELLING REFORM. 
E. J. JAMES, PH. D., Normal, Ill. 
THE last number of the Western contains one of the ablest articles on the Spelling Reform that we have lately had the 
privilege of reading. .The author states the .case against the re~ 
formers as clearly as it can be stated, and emphasizes the strong 
points of his side of the question in a vigorous manner. "The ' 
logical results of the success ~f the spelling reformers," says he, 
"will be the formation of a new language, based upon the irreg-
ularity of pronunciation in use at the present date. But when 
we have done that, will there be any guaranty or reasonable as-
surance of any permanence in the new order of things? . The 
tendency to modify the pronunciation or intonation of letters 
will not then be utterly at an end. The disposition to shorten 
the sound of vowels, to slur o'ver or elide certain consonants, 
will remain then as now. At present, our tendency to drift away 
from the recognized pronunciation is retarde.<f or obstructed by 
the fealty we all bear to the orthography. We are held back 
from too distal;lt wandering away from the standard. But when 
we have no longer any standard, no longer any moorings, when 
there is no more any authoritative orthography, will not the re-
straints that no~ hedge us about in this matter be utterly re- , 
moved? What, then, is to be the influence that shall keep Olll' 
feet from wandering, without let or hindrance, in any fields our 
fancy dictates? ' And without any of the restraints we have now, 
or in ,their stead no new and efficient ones, the tendency to mod-
ify and change the pronunciation of ~words will be materially 
and sensibly strengthened. Of course, when under the new re-
gt"tne t'here is any modification in the intonation of a letter or in 
the softening or elision of a consonant, there must be a corre-
sponding change of spelling. Unless we can be. assured that the 
inclination to so modify sounds .and words will be of uni I'ersal 
pr~valence at one and the same time, we must be prepared to ~ 
find such general disorder and discord' in spelling and pronuncia- ' 
tion as will recall visions of the mythic Babel. Th'at there wilt 
be no sure universal prevalence Qf such inclination !at one and. 
the same time is not an unreasonable prediction." 
The question here raised is a very important one . . How shall 
we with a phonetic spelling attain to that permanence which is, 
to retain the individ.vality of a language. It is a well established' 
fact that. a writte~ language is far more, stable than an unwritten ' 
one, or rather, that" a literature is the only thing , that can bring 
stability to the ever changing spoken languages. Thus it ·has been 
said that the language spoken by many African tribes changes so 
rapidly that grandchildren would be utterly \mable to understand 
the langu'age that their grand-parents spoke. when children. How, 
then, under a phonetic system, shall we secure that stability in 
the language which is absolutely necessary to its development ' 
and preservation? '-, " " 
Let us see what we mean by a phonetic system. DO,we ulidet~ 
stand by that, a system according !o which every' individual li~ , 
a right to spell a . word as he pronounces i~? . ,Not at all.. Such 
• • t ~ 
" 
"_\ I 
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a system would be of course quite as ridiculous as the opponents 
oqhe Spelling Reform claim it to he. No. We mean by pho-
netic spelling, a spelling according to the authorized pronuncia-
tion of the majority of educated people, who speak English. 
This "authorized-pronunciation" is a powerful conservative force, 
and will become still more powerful under a phonetic system. To 
properly. appreciate its strength, let us look for a moment at one 
of the phonetic languages. Take for instance, German, which 
although not purely a phonetic language, is still much nearer be-
ing one than' the English. The German children start to school 
with greater differences in their pronunciation than our own. 
The children in Berlin say ik bin's, those from Southern Germany 
' say ish bin's. The Saxon says B d K ott, the Mansfelder, Bd Yott; 
etc. Now the teachers do not say schreibe wie du sprichst, as we 
often hear it quoted, but schrdbe wie du richtig sprichst; i. e, not 
"spell as you pronounce," but "spell as you correctly pronounce." 
And here we have the key to the whole difference that our Spell-
ing Reform will make in our methods of instruction. The Ger-
man pedagogue directs his attention toward\ securing a correct 
pronunciation, and then disposes of the orthography by saying 
-schriebe wie du richtig sprichst. His American brother, how-
ever, must first spend just as much labor in teaching the child 
to pronounce correctly, and then besides has to teach him how 
to spell. The latter often requiring much more time and pains, 
·for the written word bears no relation to the printed at all. With 
a reformed spelling we could stop with half the work and devote 
'the rest of our time to something more valuable. 
Of course, if there is a change in the authorized pronunciation 
or a word the spelling must be changed to correspond with it. 
But then such changes are taking place every day in the language 
as it is, in spite of the conservatives. And that such changes 
would be any more frequent with a phonetic system, we think 
we are justified iIi denying,'when we examine t~e history of the 
Germ£l.n and Italian: When pronunciation becomes the sole 
mooring it becomes steadier a~d more tenacious, and fully equal 
to performing the office of that standard, which our friends, the 
" Anti Spelling Reformers, are so afraid we should 10~re. 
SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS ILLUSTRATING SOME · 
POIN'IS IN REGARD TO CIRCULATION 
AND RESP IRA TION. . 
III. 
PROF. F. H. K;ING, River Falls, Wis. 
RESPIRATION. 
-THIS i~porta~t process is susceptible of experimental demon-, stratton qUIte as trut~ful as has been shown possible of cir-
culation. Fig. 2 represents a simple device of easy construc-
tion having this for its object. -It is essenti~lly a bellows with 
sides of glass 'and is constructed as follows: 
, A 6 by 6 by 17.( inch block of wood has hinged to its ·ends . 
two frames 12 inches high in which are set in white lead and 
putty panes of glass. The end and bottom are formed of a sin- ' . 
gle strip 'of red leather-such as is used for lining boots-cut so _ 
as to allow the bottom to spread 14 inches and laid in a thick 
paste of starch and sugar and clos~ly nailed . . 
To give the bottom the attitude and motion of the diaphragm, 
four fine hardened brass wires 14 inches long are laid parallel and 
soldered at their ends and toward the milidle to narrow strips of -
tin, and then, after receiving a set in ,a slightly arched position, 
are nailed to the bottom of the frames. A 3~ inch circular or-_ 
ifice is cut in the ·top and closed with a leather-lined wooden lid 
secured 'with thre~ bolts and thumb-screws and pierced by a half-
inch, close-fitting tin tube, as seen i~ the cut, the tube extend-
ing two inches below the lid. When the hinge lines have been 
covered with narrow strips of leather, cemented and nailed, the 
artificial chest is ready for use. 
The lungs of a cat are the best to exhibit the m~de of bre'!-th ~ 
ing with this apparatus, and for this purpose tlJey are suspended 
'rom the tin tube by the teacher~ To work the apparatus it is ~ 
only necessary to take it in the hands and pull,the sides quickly 
and strongly apart when, if every thing is right, the lungs will -
be seen to distend to their full capacity. If_ th~ lungs have been 
hanging fC1r a little time they must be' inflated first from the 
mouth to open the air passages. It may be ' found desirable to 
bore a small hole in the bottom of the frame where the hand may _ 
be placed over it, to allow a quick exit of any air that m\iY leak 
in. . In this experiment both the motions of the ribs and dia-
phragm are closely imitatel:l and the inflation of t)1e lungs is clear-
lyseen. 
That it is the pressure of the external atmosphere that inflates 
the lungs may be demo~strated with a straight lamp chimney-
into the large end of which there is fitted a cork through which 
a goose-quill has been inserted. If the lungs of a rat, mouse, or 
gopher are attached to the quill and the air withdrawn (rom. the 
chimney by applying the mouth to the ' small end they are -at 
once distended. In this apparatus the quill should permit the 
lungs to hang freely below the neck of the chimney. 
Abdominal respira~ion may .be demonstrated by adding tJ the' ' . 
last apparatus a thread·wound, water-soaked piston-head, having 
a wire attached by which it may be worked· in the chimney be-
low the lungs. The lungs inflate and collapse at each downward 
and upward thrust of 'the piston. 
The certainty of imperfect arterifllizat~on, when the chest is Gom-
pressed; may be demonstrated with the last apparatus by swing-. 
iug from the quill a' pair of lungs which nearly ~ouch the wall o( 
the chimney when not inflated, and then drawing down the piston. 
The chimney is seen to forbid lateral expansion. 
The effect of band~ging the abdomen may be similarly de-
monstrated by withdrawing the piston and sliding a perforated 
cork up until it is nearly in contact with the hmgs. Now down- -. 
war,d expansion is prevented. . ' 
A very instructive experiment demonstrating. quantitatively -
the amount of air that may he excl~ded from the lungs by acom- ~ 
'pression of the thorax or abdomen may be performed by ~he 
teacher or student upon himself thus ,: 
Fill. a large bell-jar, provided with a stopcock to which a r~b­
ber tube is attached, with water, over a pneumatic trough,. th~n 
with the ~hest and abdomen free inflate theluJ;lgs to their full ca:, 
pacityand exhale the air through the tube into the jar. Tie a 
strjIi.g around the jar 0l!- a level with the water within, and refill 
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the jar. If the chest be now bandaged and the experiment re-
peated it will be found that the .water in the.jar stands abo~e the 
string showing how much less aIr was taken mto the lungs m the 
last than in the first case. 
This experiment performed upon the writer, using a heavy 
leather belt two inches wide, made as tight as it could well be 
drawn in each case, gave the following results: 
i. Beltcovering navel, loss, 0 cu. in. 
2. Belt little below point of sternum, loss, 53· 13 " 
3. Belt covering point of sternum, . loss,. ~B'94 " 
The amount of air exhaled at each easy resplratlOn without 
the belt was 19.25 cu. in., . and the number of respirations per 
minute was [B .9. With the belt as in No. 3, tne amount of air ex-
. haled at each easy"respiration was Q .32 cu. in., and t.?e number 
, of respirations per minute 1 B. 5. In the last experiment there 
was a very distinct and painful effort on the part of the muscles 
to inflate the lungs, which must of necessity have exhausted them 
in tin,e and caused them to falter. The fact that the same amount 
of air was taken into the lungs when the abdomen was bandaged 
as when it was not does not indicate th,ilt such cond~tions do not 
interfere with respiration, for there was a very perceptible extra 
effort made to give the 'chest its full capacity. 
Let us pass now to methods of demonstrating that water, car-
'bonic acid , and effete organic matter are eliminated through' the 
lungs; bu; of those bearing upon the first nothing need be said 
here. 
To demonstrate the elimination of carbonic acid, pour a clear 
solution of lime-water into a goblet or transparent bottle and 
force air into it from the lungs through a straw. Instantly it be-
cOqles milky. The air inhaled has not c1oud~d. the. water, as 
roay be shown by pl'Oviding a clear b~ttle, contamm~ hme-water, 
-lith a tight-fitting cork through which has been mserted two 
~ 'lls one of them rendered long enough to reach the bottom qu~ , . ' . 
by telescoping other qUIlls upon. It. A gentle SUChO~ at the 
shorter quill brings a stream of aIr through the water . 111to the 
1 g' s but the action must be continued long before the water un , . 'lk I d become; turbid; That carbonic acid ,produces the ml y ~ ou 
a be demonstrated-by pouring the lime-water from the bottle :I fitting to it another cork, bearing in its side and~reaching to 
its cent~r a quill inclining downward at a sharp angle. The cen-
ter of th~ cor\c should be dug away from below until the ,end of 
the quill is reached and air may be for~ed through. T~e qui~l 
should also be 'lengthened, by telescopmg others upon It,. until 
it will reach to the bottom of a goblet containing lime-water. 
Place a table-spoon full of soda in the bottle, pour some good 
vinegar upon it, insert the cork and carry the quill below the 
lime-water. The carbonic acid escapes through the water and 
the milky cloud appears. 
To demonstrate the escape of effete organic matter through the 
lungs, fill two clear bottles with soft water, rendered pure by 
boiling, and breathe into the water of one of them t.hrough a 
straw for some time. Cork the bottles and"set them 111 a warm 
place for a day or two. The water in the bottle breathed into 
becomes turbid and offensive. 
The asphyxiating influence of. carbonic acid may be demOn-
strated thus: Set a bowl containing soda in a deep vessel-a 
light pasteboard box will do-and pour some good vinegar upon 
-the soda. The liberated carbonic acid overflow~ the bowl and 
. / - c:lisplaces the air in the dish. When a lighted taper thrust into 
the vessel is extingusshed, the conditions are right, and a mouse 
I having a string tied to. its hind leg may be lowered into the gas. 
. It soon. ceases to struggle, and should be removed· before life is 
extinct, and 'patted gently with the finger over the lungs to start 
respiration. The experiment may be repeated indefinitely with·. 
out fatal results, the m~)Use appearing at the end of each treat-
ment as sprightly as ever. 
To demonstrate the poisonous and deadly effects of air that 
has been many times respired, pla~e a mouse in a bottle whose 
mouth only admits it without injury, and cork it tightly. If the 
bottle is deep fill it partly with clean dry pebbles to diminish the 
volume of air and shorten the experiment: When life seems 
ebbing, tie a string to the hind leg of another mouse, remove 
the cork and introduce the animal, avoiding the entrance of 
fresh air as far as possible. If the air has become sufficiently vi-
tiated the fresh mouse can hardly be withdrawn quickly enough 
to save its life. Here is poor ventilation carried to the extreme 
and its result. What has killed the mouse? Not the carbonic 
acid; not the air deprived of oxygen .and saturated with mois-
ture ; but, almost beyond a doubt, the effete organic exhalations. 
The strange feature of this experiment is the fact that the inmate 
of the bottle still retains its grasp upon life, and that ~ few puffs 
offresh air will, apparently at least, restore its bodily vigor. Here '. 
is demonstrated the marvelous elasticity of the animal organiza-
tion under a gradual strain, and its ·extreme britleness under ,'a 
sudden and strong pressure. Here, too, is the explanation of 
the oppressive feeling that is experienced in coming from the 
fresh air into a vitiated atmosphere that does not appear so to 
the persons who have rendered, it impure. 
At this point the subject is closed, not because it bas been ex-
hausted, but bt!cause enough has been' presented to demonstrate 
that where there is a will there is a way; that Yankee-boY-lip-
pa~atus, like simple words, may serve to impress profound lessons 
quite as effectually as pieces wearing a brighter· and more . costly 
fu~. . 
READING. IN SCHOOLS. 
BY PRINCIPAL T. C. RICHMOND. 
Our personal reading is for information, or recreation, and in 
order that we may gain either from it, it , is necessary that we 
understand the meaning of words singly and in combination. It 
is not necessary that we sh~uld be able to pronounce them cor-
rectly; they appeal to sight rather than to hearing, and a deaf 
mute may read and understand what he reads, with no apprecia-
tion of the spoken words. It is true that from the force of habit 
we think largely in wvrds, and in silent reading we may mentally 
pronounce the words and even call the organs of speech into 
partial exercise, but this is not an essential part of the process. 
But reading is sometimes practiced with the view to communi-
cate thought to others. Then there .should be correct pronun- . 
ciation, proper emphasis and inflecti()D, suitable pauses and the 
"tike ; , in a word" the rules of elocution should be observed. 
In practical life, the majority of us have occasion' to read si· 
lently ninety-nine ti~es out of a hunqred. 
In view of these facts,' is there not, relatively, too much time 
spent in o~r ~chools in ~hat pe~tains to elocution, and too little 
in what pertains to thought? It is indeed important for the child 
to be taught to pronounce words correctly at sight, but more im-
portant for him to grasp the thought . embodied in those words. 
Our practical suggestion to teachers is this ;-strive in all prac-
ticable ways to lead your 'pupils ,to 'understand what they read . 
In that way you will best prepare the great majority of. them for ' 
the active duties oflife: Those who are to become public speakers 
or elocutionists sheuld have sp~cial training, such ~ cannot prop-
erly be ~ven ·in the publi~ sc?o.ols'-1!ro~kead Ituiejmaen/, Wis" 
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FUNDAMENTALS OF EL OCUTION. 
As an illustration-one out of many-of the advantages to the 
reader and speaker of early familiarity with the precise mouth-
movements which best secure clearness of utterance :-that 
delivery of sounds and words which has been aptly compared to 
"new coins dropping from the miht," -we quote a paragraph 
from Prof. A. Melville Bell's Principles of Speeclt. We may ' 
premise that Professor Bell is the highest authority in all questions 
pretaining to speech utterance. His works on the subject are 
' incomparably the ablest. They are unique. His son, Professor 
Graham Bell, is the well known teacher of speech to the dumb, 
and' inventor of the telephone, and even the grandfather of this 
family of phonologists was founder of a systsm for removing 
impediments to speech. 
, After describing how different cacophonous varieties of S are 
produced, Prof. Bell s~ys: "Another improving exercise consists 
in stopping the sibilant sound of S, by repeated appulses of the 
tongue against the palate bar,-producing the combination st-st-
st, etc. The movement of the tongue from S to T should be 
backward and upward, not forward to the gum or teeth, nor 
merely a pressing of it upward, without change of position, for 
this 'is the common cause of the heaviness of speech in delivering 
this combination. There are but few persons who exhibit dIs- ' 
tinctness and lightness enough in uttering st and sts.' , 
In this way all the directions are given, showing exactly how in 
each case to attain clear, distinct, pleasing enunciation; and it 
"goes without saying" that all teachers should be familiar with 
the means of setting little readers right when they first show 
i!Dperfect speech, or a tendency to it. Teachers should make a 
study of Prof. Bell's PrinciplesofSpuch. 
, Dr. Rush says that with many,-and even many teachers-, 
speech is only a "mere brute instinct, by ,which some persons 
bleat; bark, bray, whine, and mew,-a little better than others." 
* 
ADVICE TO SCHOOL-MA'AMS. 
\ 
, In an address to school-mistresses at Cincinnati the Rev~ Mr. 
Mayo said, "If you would awaken the love of beauty in' your 
children, you must in some way be beautiful yourself. And ev-
about the cook, the man of all work, or 'some old codger of a " , 
Sam Lawson who draws the children of a village after him liKe' . 
the train of a comet. They recognize the childlike spirit under 
Bridget's rough, red arms and Sam's dilapidated hat, and follow 
it as the most beautiful thing they know. You may not be gifted 
with this attractive power, which lays hold on children in this 
irresistible way, but something of it is given to the dullest soul 
that is born into the flesh, and it is one of the deep mysteries of 
our spiritual life bat we all, by toil and consecration, and 
watching the ways of providence, so get into accord with nature 
and the Holy Spirit that ,we ll)ay become reconstructed into the 
image of whatsoev~r high ana holy thing we most admire. And 
in proportion as you are 'what every young woman who deals with 
children should be, ·you cannot help becoming lovely to them. 
God's way of educating us into refinement of soul and life is to 
compel us to look upon and live with one ~ho is to be a daily 
revelation of grace and nobility. So in these deep places of the 
spirit, and in the daily life in the schoolroo~, you are awaking a 
faculty for the appreciation ?f beauty, without which all outward 
training and beautitul surroundings leave the child like a wild , 
beast in a flower gar-den, or the man and woman like a pair of 
savages in the palace builded by his money and degraded by her 
vulgarity. Once awakened, this love for beauty will permeate 
every trait of character and adorn every act of life, 'as the ·soft 
dampness of the old English air dresses up the roughest hedge . 
into a fluttering bank of blossoms, carpets the stone walls all OVer 
the Westmoreland hills with the tenderest ferns, and veils the 
ugliness, of the crookedest old stick dropped by the wayside with ' 
a garment of the:: most delicate green. This is ' an art culture' 4 
that is practicable for every child; the art of loving beauty and 
beautiful people and objects in nature and lIfe.' If this feeling of 
beauty can be once aroused in the souls of this generatjon of 
school bpys and girls; aroused by the love and loveliness of the 
young people set to leach and train them in the common school~ 
we shall have the possibility of all desired growth not only in the 
artistic work of the hand, but in the hjgher realm of refined man- -
ners and a society always nearing the golden rule." 
/JUSTNESS LA WIN DAIL Y USE. 
FROM FACTS AND' FIGURES, 
The following compilation of business law contains the essence of a large ' 
ery true woman knows she has it in her to be supremely lovely to amount of legal verbiage. . , 
somebody. Children go deeper than the outer face or form , If a note is lost or stolen it does not release Ihe maker; he ~ust pay it,.if 
and feel by a subtle magnetism the childlike love, trust, ~nd the consideration for which it was given and the amount can he proven. 
confidence in the soul-of their teacher. Thus your schoolkeeping Notes bear interest only when so stated. 
may become the loftiest. university to you, for there you are Principals arp responsible for the acts of their agents. 
compelled to take yourself in hand and put yourself in communion Each individual in a partnership is responsible for the whole amount of the 
, With the heart and mind of childhood as the prime condition, of debts of the firm, except in caoes of "special partnership." 
Ignorance of law excuses no one. 
success. It is true there are people who by nature are endowed The law compels no one to do impossibilities. 
with the gift of being beautiful to children. 'Oh, what a lovely An agreement without consideration is void. ' 
schoolma'am we've got!' shouted a little girl to me at noon of A n,ote made on Sunday is void. ' 
the first day of the new term. Pretty soon along came the new Contracts made ~n Sunday cannot be enforced. 
angel, seemingly a very plain young woman in curls, till a merry A note' madj: by a minor is voidable. A contract made with a minor is 
I I void. 
g ance a.u,nched .from her eye, like a shaft of sunshine 'from a A contract. made with a lunatlc is void. 
loophole 10 a. bastIon of gray clouds, transfixed her little admirer A note obtained by fraud, or from a person in a state of intoxication, cannot 
perched on the garden wall, and made one grave man sigh for be collected. ' 
old days of school life ~gain. The plain young scho,olma'am in- Ifis a fraud to conceal a fraud . 
. curls had a he.art full of precious things for little Nell and all the Sigt,tat~res made with a lead-pencil are g~od i~ law. 
other little'folks over in the red schoolhou~e, and they knew it A receipt for money is not always conclusive. 
by instinct. How often the children will leave the parlor with The acts of one partn'!:r bind all the rest. 
'itS grand furnishi~gs and polite company, for the kitchen t; han " "Value r~ceive~" is ~s~ally wntten in a nOle, and should~, b~t is not nec- , 
... '\, , I ~ em,ry. If not wntten It IS presumed by the law or may be supplied by proof. 
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The maker of an "accommodation" bill or note (one for which he has re-
ceived no consideration, having lent his name or credIt for the accommoda-
tion' of the holder) is not bound to the person accommodated, but is bound to 
,all ' other parties, precisely as if there was a good consideration. 
No consideration is sufficient in law if it be "illegal" in its nature. 
A note indorsed in blank (the name of the indorser only written) is trans-
ferable by delivery, the same as if made payable to bearer. 
If the time of payment of a note is not inserted, it is held payable ~n de-
mand. 
The payee should be distinctly named in the note, unless it is payable to 
bearer. 
An indorsee has a right of action against all whose names were on the bill 
when he received it. 
If a note or bill is transferred as secured, or even as payment of a pre-
existing debt, the debt revives if the note or bill be dishonored. 
An indorsement may be written on the face or back. 
An indorser may prevent his own liability to be sued by writing "without 
recourse;" or similar words, 
An' oral agre:ment. must be proved' by evidence. A written agreement 
proves itself. The , law preferd written to oral evidence, because it is pre 
cision. 
No evidence may be introduced to contradict or varya written contract ' j but 
it may b.e received in. order to explain it, when such contract is in need of ex· 
planation. 
Written instruments are to be construed and interpreted by the law accord-
ing to 'the simple, customary, and natural meaning of the words used. 
The finder of a negotiable paper, as of all other property, must make rea-
sonable eff->rts to find the owner before he is entitled to appropriate it fo~ his 
own purposes. If the finder conceal it, he s liable to the charge of larceny or 
theft. 
Joint payees of a bill or note, who are not partners, must all join in an in-
dorsement. 
After the death of a hulder of a bill or note, his executor or administrator 
may transfer it by his indorsement. 
The husband who a quires a right to a bill or note which was given to his 
wife, either before or after marriage, may indurRe it. 
"Acceptance" applies to bills and not to notes. It is all engagement on the 
, part of the person on whom the bill is drawn to pay it according to its tenor. 
The usual way is to write across the f<l cl! uf the bill the word "accepted. " 
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. " 
The Mathematical Department wiH be devoted to the elucidation of principles rather than 
to the solution of curious problems. Question ... in transcendental analysis, being beyond. the 
range and requirements of the majority of students and teachers, will noL he discussed, ex .. 
cept incidentally. 
Communications for th is departmenl should he sent to DAVID KIRK. Jackson, Minn. 
AN .IMPROPER PROBLEM. 
- A short ,time 'since, a puzzled school trustee gave us a problem 
' lI'hichwas causing great trouble in the district. The teacher, a 
most excellent and accomplished lady, could not solve it. The 
trustee, a veteran teacher, though out 01 practice, 4,ad seen noth-
ing just like it. The pupils had exhausted tlieir slender arithmet-
ical resources in wrestling with the numerical conundrum, 'and 
pater-familias referred to Adams and Daboll in vain. What was 
the trouble? Were all these parties afflicted' with "suggestion of 
;he brain," a la Mrs. Partington, or was the problem faulty in 
its construction? 
It would hardly db to blame the problem, for it was honored 
• ,with a place among the miscellaneous examples in an arithmetic 
high in authority in a certain state. 
The example in question, which we give from memory, is 
about as follows: "A farmer buys 54 head of stock for $3 2 4, 
p~ying $3 apiece for lambs, $5 for sheep, an,d $7 for calves. He 
also buys 18 hogs for $10; how many of each kind does he buy?" 
, It is only necessary to leave the hogs and their value in federal 
' money out of this problem, to trans'form it into a respectable 
example in alligation, in which $6 is the medium price,- and the 
proportional parts I, l, and 4. Problems containing superflu-
ous conditions are highly improper. 
, 
A number of solutions to the problcrm propounded by "Kansas," besides 
those published, have been receIVed. D. H. Davison, of Minonk, Ill., and 
W. A. Crusinberry,of Oskaloosa, Iowa, both sent fine solutions. Shall be 
pleased to hear from them often. 
Henry M Douglas, of Dixon, Ill., gives his experience in teaching the ex-
traction of higher roots of numbers, by approximation. He finds that pupils 
prefer said method to the plan developed from the binomiai formula. 
He does not say what his method is, but we shall take his remarks for a 
text on the subject of extracting roots, and when convenient, we shall pre- ' 
sent all the methods in a series of short articles. Then it will be seen whicli 
rules are the best. -
It appears that the expression, Pons asinorum, is misunderstood in the 
United States. It seems to be always applied to the proposition respecting 
the right-angled triangle, and the squares described on its sides. In reality', 
it refers to the proposition concerning the equality of the sides and angles of 
isosceles tnaqgles_ To prove the angles at the base equal, and the si4es op-
posite to them equal, was, as demonstrated in Euclid, a stumbling block to 
beginners; and it used to be pictorially represented by a number of donkeys 
traveling along the base of the triangle, and falling over at the extremity 
thereof. Hence the expression, "asses' bridge." 
"Hawkeye," of Hazelton, Iowa, sends the following example, which we 
solve for him, not because it is of any utility, but oecause it will continue to 
trouble us and others till it is disposed of: "A man buys 'loo head of stock, 
sheep, pigs, and calves, for $100, paying $0.50, $3, and $10 per head respec-
tively. How many of each kind did he buy?" This is an example in alli- " 
gation, in which $1 is the medium price, and II, ~ and ~ are the propor-
tional parts. Therefore the answe.r is, 91 % sheep, 4~ pigs, and 4~ calves. 
"Hawkeye" will see that there are some heads, tails, . and fore-quarters in 
the answer, but this is unavoidable; an answer in integral numbers IS im-
possible. 
By the way, where can sheep be ~ught for 50 cents, and ca:lves sold for 10 
dollars? Let your problem; give price. that coincide with existing markets. 
S. B. F. of Burea.u Co., Ill" a,ks for a solution of Proh. [0, page;2S1, Rob 
inson's Elementary Algebra. 
The equations are { .x2+Y"-x-Y=78} 
XY+~+r= 39 
This problem has, to our knowledge, troubled a great many students. We 
shall therefore give a solution, the first that comes to mind: 
Transposing (2), x-t:r=39-xy. 
Adding (I) and (2), x·+x.r+:r"=U7. 
Adding xy ,to each member of (4), x"+zxy+y2==1l7+xy. 
Extracting sq. root of (5), x+y= V(I [7+xV). 
Equating second members of (6) and (3), v(1I7+XY)=39-xy. 
Squaring (7), 117+xv= 1521 -78xy+x2Y'. 
Transp )sing irt (R), x2.v·-79.xr= -1404. 
Solving (9) like any other quadratic,;xy=27, or 52. 
Fmding x ,or y from (10), and substituting in ,(2). 
x=3 or 9. 
Y=9 0r 3. 
The other roots, being imaginary, are not c-.>nsidered in elementary Alge- , 
bra. ' 
-The application of the Edison El~ctric Ligh\ Company fQr a patent on 
the carbonized paper horseshoe lamp is resisted by parties interested in the 
Sawyer-Man La.mp. These latter claim that Edison's so-called invention. i,s 
not new, and assert that precisely the same principle-the carbon arc-was 
used in the Sa.wyer-Man Lamp over eighteen months prior to Edison's first 
e.xperiment with it. The case will. be bitterly contested' in tile United States' 
courts. 
_"S. R. Winchell & Co" publishers of THE EDUCATIOSAL WEEKLY, hue 
established an extensive business as Educational Agents. Teachers from any 
part of the country may apply to them for purchases of any books or mer-
ch~nr1ise which they may want, and be sure of prompt dealing at the very 
bellt of rates.' !-Iowa Normal Montk/y. 
-Yo~ are publishing an excellent paper, which I am happy to help ' sup 
port.-Prin. William Elden, Independtnct, la. 
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THE STATES. 
MICHIGAN.-The new Homce,)pathic hospital at Ann Arbor was,dedicated 
March 12. 
- Prof. F. E. Miller, Principal of Grange school near Spartil, was made happy 
in being the father of two twin girls, Feb. f., 1880. Prof. Miller is an earnest 
worker in the good cau,se, and not' only deserves, but wins success. He is 
'planning for a three days teachers' association the first of July next. , 
J. C. ChHton & Co., i83 Jeffersor. avenue, Detroit, deserve thanks of Michi-
gan teachers, for Forbriger's Drawing' Tablets. They fiJI a need long felt in 
our schools, and are so arranged that any teacher of "gumptiOli" can use 
them. 
Miss M. C. Dennison has, been engaged to assist in the Harrisville school. 
Prof. Fair seems to be doing good work, and has brought the school up to 
a good stand-point of excellence. 
Alcona co~nty seems to be alive, and calls for a general turn ·out of teachers 
to be'held at-H~rrisvi1le. Speed along, brothers, and don't forget THE Em]-
CATIONAL WEEKLY and MONTHLY. 
!'rof. Esterbrook, of State Normal, has been appointed con.ductor of 
Teachers' Institute to be held at Lapeer, commencing Monday, March 39. 
E. A. Barnes has been appointed principal of the Hudson school~. 
The students of the University have access to a library of 36.000 vols. 
The teachers of Hillsdale county will meet at Hi11sdale Saturday, March 
20. This is their second meeting, in which there seems to be felt a general' 
interest. Roll ,the ball along, Hillsdalians, pull together and make yourselves 
felt as a power for real good. The WEEKLY holds out the right-hand of fellow-
ship to all such movements, and bids you a God-speed. 
The Clinton Intiepmtient, St. Tohns, gives .~ live notice of Prof. Yutema's 
effort to buy a piano for the' high school. All of our local papers could learn 
a good lesson from this example, and help forward good enterprises in con-
nection with our schools instead of retarding the same. Michigan has no one 
interest of greater moment t~an het pub:ic schools. . 
The caiendar of the University for 1879-80 is a p3.mphlet of 167 pages. 
The edition for this year contain> but little that is new. The school of mines 
has been abolished. Several additions hllve been made to the faculty of the 
literary department, and consequently a large number of new courses are of-
fered. Candidates f~r admission to the law school must hereafter pass a pre-
liminary examination. In 'the medical schools from this time on a three years' 
course is required for graduation. In the printed lists of the literary members, 
there is, no division into seniors, juniors, sophomores, and freshman, as is the 
custom in all other college catalogs, but the name,s succeed in alphabetical 
order, each name being followed by the degree f\lr which he is a candidate 
and by the number of courses which he has 'succe,ssfuJly completed, the term 
,"course" meaning the amo,+nt of work performed by five re.ci(atious each 
\Yetk for one, semester. 
WISCONS~N.-A correspondent of the K'tnosha Telegraph highly compli-
, ments Principal D. S. Kennedy's work in the Wilmot high school. Glad to 
know it. He deserves success. 
~ The March number of the Wisconsin 70urnal of Education is .unusually 
well filled. A better number has rarely been published under any management. 
We thankfully acknowledge our indebtedness to it for many of the following 
items) , _ 
The State Agricultural Society, through its executive board, last mOilth es-
tal?lished a new "Department of Education and Natu~al History," and made 
Supt. John S. Dore, of Clark county, the manager. There were one hundred 
dollars appropriated for premiums. 
There are sixty-five county superintendents in this state and each is com-
pelled by law to hold at least one institute every year. There are to be twelve 
. institutes this spring and six applications had to be rejected plrtiy for want of 
. funds and partly because the regular conductors could not be in two places at 
, one time. (There are som~ things, it seems, even these stalwarts cannot do.) 
The new "Outline of Work' ~ for the institutes ShOWl! that the main labor is 
to be devoted to the Primary Section of the Course or' Study for Ungraded ' 
Schoo!~. We begin to see substantial fl'l,lits of the promises made by the State 
Supenntendent when first elected. The marked features of his admirustration 
_will bl) connected with his successful efforts for the advancement of the un-
graded schools. 
The contest over the Dictionary matter is practically ended in this state for 
. the present. Only six men all told could be found in the Legislature to op-
pose the purchase of Webster as usulli, 
The Milwaukee Sentinel says, of th~ forty-five classes examined in arithme-
tic by the Superintendent of Public Schools, eighteen were excellent, seven-
teen good, three medium, five poor, and two very poor. The schools were 
particularly deficient in adding columns of figures. The number of teachers 
engaged in the public schools of the city at the present time is 254. These 
are classified in respect to salaries as follows: I teacher at $2,200; ~8 teach-
ers at $1,500; 2 teachers at $1,400; 2 teachers at $1,200; I I teachers at $1,-
000; 6 teachers at $900; 4 teachers at $800; 18 teachers at $700 '; 89 teachers 
at $600; 30 teachers at $550; 56 teachers at $500; 10 teachers at $450; 4 
teachers at $400 ; 3 teachers at $360. Total for salaries, ann~ally, $171 ,680. 
ILLINOIS. - The Kankakee County Teachers' Association will meet at Kan-
kakee March 20. H. C. Paddock is president. 
We are informed. that a man sty ling himielf Prof. Youmans is going about 
organizing "j)lvenile singing classes" by getting the pupils to pay him ten cents 
each, and "depending entirely upon his concerts for remuneration." Afler 
getting fifty to a hundred pupils to pay him, he ,takes his departure for .a few 
days and forgets to return. This game has been played afSomonauk, Downer's 
Grove, Plano, and Sandwich. _ He wrote to some of. these places fro,m 
Somonauk saying that owing to the "limited encouragement he had received, 
and being ill, etc., he could not return," lIe ought to be "nabbed." 
Misses West and Halsey, superintendents respectively of Knox and Stark 
counties, have been holdlDg some valuable examinations ' of the schools in 
their counties. Copies of Ithe questions submitted to the graded schools have 
b~en sentto the office of the WEEKLY, "not for publication," though we take 
the liberty of publishing a portion of them, as we regard them good models 
for other examiners. The country schools of Knox county took the State ex-
ammations, and as far as their work has 'been sent in it is a very great im-
provement upon that of forme; years. This is the fiflh examination, includ-
ing centennial work, which Miss West has given her country schools. 
Prof. S. S. Hamill, author of "The Science of Elocution," gave a course of 
ten lessons in elocution to the teachers of the public schools of Galesburg a 
few weeks ago. The interest manifested and the benefits derived were so 
great that the teachers immediately secured him for a second Course of Les-
sons. Prof. Hamill gives ten lessons in class, one lesson per day, for one 
hundred dollars, and the class takes the receipts of one public reading given 
by him. The teachers of other cities should secure him. . 
School interests in Springfield have been improving quite materially the 
present year. The teachers have so far b~en paid in cash at the end of e. ery 
month promptly; and there will be money enoug~ to do so till next June. ' 
This' has not happened to Springfield teachers before for ten years, and they' 
feel good over it. 
The Oak Park high school will devote the afternoon of Friday, March 19, 
to Shakespeare. ~he exercises ' will consist of essays, recitations, readings 
and songs. A fine bust of Shllke,speare has recently been placed in the school 
room by the students. 
ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY. 
CHAMPAIGN, ILL., March II, 1880. 
The annaul meeting of the Board of Trustees of the State UniverSity closed 
last evening. All the members were present including Gov. Cullom. Busi · 
ness of much importance was transacted. 
I. If was voted that the preparatory department should be discontinued af- '": -
ter June, 1881. ' 
2~ After the present year the military drill will be cunfined to the students 
of Freshman and Sophomore classes, except that officers will be chosen from 
the Junior Clas~. The growth of Uni.versity had increased the Battalion be 
yond the capacity of the large drill hall and it was judged that two years of 
effective drill would be ample to teach military tactics. , Mayor Dinwiddie 
bas been relieved from command and a new detail has been ordered by the 
War Department. It was also voted that 'the recommendation for GovelDor's 
commissions should hereafter be made by a s!"ecial examining committee to 
be appointed by the Faculty. The uniform is to be changed from a cadet , 
gray to a dark blue: ,-
3. Five thousand c~pies of the new catalog were 'ordered to be printed, the 
demand for information h~ving already exhausted the I~rge edition of last 
year. . 
- 4· The incidental fee was raised from $5 to $7.50 per term aftenhe present : ~ 
year. ' . 
5. Prof. Web~r was granted leave of absence for the su~mer vacation tQ 
visit Europe, and appropIiation was m~de for the purch~se of three new chem-
ical ~alanc~, to supply the increased demand in the higher chemical laboratory, 
where 64 student~ are now at work in advanced analysis. , \ , 
", " ' --',-,,,--,"-_,-~-,,,,, 
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6, .Thanks were voted to Congressman Cannon for his aid in procuring the 
establishment of a full signal station at the University, the instruments for 
which are already on the way. 
President Gregory reported the ,addltion of several schools to the list of ac-
credited high schools, and stated that the system of accredited examining 
schools was proving useful, without any apparent disadvantages, 
The twelfth anniversary of the University is to be celebrated this evening. 
Judge Cunningham, one of the ,earliest trustees, makes the University address. 
A.B. 
Next July and August there will be a teachers' drill of at least four weeks 
at Amboy, Lee county. The work will include all the branches required fOr 
_ the first grade certificate. The instructors will be S. B. Wadsworth, Frances 
Preston, and A. J. Rosencrans. 
This has not been a very bad winter for school disturbances, yet ,there are 
a few oi them : 
In Alexander county a teacher appeale~ to the directors to make the large 
boys re!Dain quietly while the aforesaid teacher kept the school after regular 
hours to deliver lectures on behavior. The board decided that the lecture 
might be discontinued, 
In another Egyptian district the directors prosecuted a suspended pupil fOr 
cursing t\le teacher and made it cost the lad $20. 
In Bureau county, while a teacher was punishing an unruly boy, another 
unruly boy commanded'him to desist under pain of being "filled full ~f holeS', 
whereupon the aforesaid teacher struck the meddler with the poker, and 
made a mark on hiS forehead. Therc!upon the (literally) fond mother, had the 
. eacher ~rre;tej and ha 1 to pay the co;t. 
- At Dongola w~s an occurrence like that at Sullivan before th-: holidayss 
Principal Dean inflicted a light punishment, whereupon the indignant father 
proceed,ed to punish the school·master. It was fortunate for said father that 
enough of his friend, went along to deliver him from the muscular school 
master before the abused boy became an orphan, The attacking parent was 
fined three dollars, and the squire united with the community in saying that 
the threshing he got from the teacher was richly deserved .. 
We are sorry to see these lingering practices of the olden time in our schools 
but';e are glad to note no cases of either justice or jury failing to sustain th~ 
teacher properly. , 
The literary socletis of C,Liro high school hold their exercises in the school 
building during school hour3, The ElCceisior division invited visitors on 
Friday, Feb. 13, , 
The authorities of the State NO,nnll University announce that no students 
. are wanted at the antumn term of the school who have not taught at least 
three ter.n>, They do no\ propl3e to c()m?ete with the summer drills in pre-
paring folks to pass the examination of the county superintendents. 'This will 
be a very profitable session for the hosts o( experienced and scholarly teachers 
thr~ughout the ~tate, ' . 
The Saturday E vming Cal!, the literary pap~r of Peoria, publishes an arti-
cle urging that a sm "lIer number of pupils should be given to eac~ teacher, 
that,the ind~vidval n~ed; of the child m1.y be more carefully studied, We 
'should be glad to see m 1re friendly advice of this kind and more attention 
paid to the advice by school authorities. . 
We notice from programs of Will county institutes that Prof. Mills' readings 
are quite a feature of the exercises. The papers speak very highly of them. 
Reports come from some parts of the state of free exhibition_ given by' the 
public schools, ' Wi! have known of things of this kind that were worse than 
an immense waste of time. 
The Paxton Collegiate and Normal Imtitute has had such success under 
Prof. C. M. Taylor, th \t the citizens are proceeding to raise $3,000 to erect 
additional buildings. 
-- , NEBRASKA.-This state now hlls an educational journal which is a credit to 
its publishe~ and well worthy a place among the best. Literary Notes, edited 
and published by Rev. L. B. Fifield, Kearney, is alive wi th original and well 
digested items and contributions. It is published twice a mOnlh exceptin~ ,in 
June, July, August, and December, when the issues are mon~hly, making 
twenly numbers a year, fur $ 1.25 , If the price of print paper is not reduced, 
however, the publisher threatens to increase his price to $ 1.5°, 
MINNESOTA.-A State Teachers' Institute for the county of Wabasha will 
be opened at J,.ake City~ March 29, to continue two weeks. County Superin; 
tendent Greer will preside over the ' Institute, and be assisted by teachers fur-
nished by the Superintendent of Public rnstructiton.. According to the Min-
.... .' . 
nesota school law, "During the time of holding a teachers' institute in any 
county of this state, it is hereby made the duty of ' all teachers, and persons 
desiring a teacher's certificate, to attend such institute, or present to, the county 
superintendent satisfactory reasons for not so attending, before receiving such 
certificate; and any school that may be in session in such county shall be 
closed, if the teacher shall request it, for the purpose of attending such insti-
tute, but the district shall not be liable for the wages of such teachers while 
such school is closed." The teacher can claim the privilege of making up at 
the close of the term, the time lost in attending such institute. 
The High School Board of Minnesota is composed of Han. Wm. W. Fol-
well, President of the State UniverSity, and Hon. D. Burt, Stale Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction, ex officio, and Mr. Charles S. Bryant, appointed' by 
the Governor, Secretary. At a late meeting of the Board th'e first two gen-, 
tlemen, against the protest of Mr. Bryant, decided to suspend the functions of 
the organization pending an inquiry into its 't0rkings by a committee appoint-
ed by the State Teachers' Association. These gentlemen have also issued a 
circular addressed to high school officers and others interested, holding that 
the law creating the Board, and n~.t the opinions of it~ ex offi;io members 
should be carried out. Mr. Bryant has therefore addressed an open letter to 
these gentlemen demanding explanations of the course pursued by them, 
which does not seem ~o be understood at large throughout the s~ate. Sucb ~' 
suspension of the functions of a public board of its voluntary accord', strikes 
the outside world as a smgular act of official/e!o ,de·se, calling for some expla-
. nations, that will make its purpose understood.- Western Educaliollal Jour-
.al. ' . . , 
OHIO.,-Still another teachers' as~ociation, with a pretty large geographical 
designation, is about to be organized. The first meeting of the Snuthwestern 
Ohio Association wili be held at Hamilton, ,April 10. We believe all the 
semi-cardinal and central pomts in the state are now covered by such organ- , ' 
izations. The ' Southeastern Ohio' goes across the line for its next meeting, 
which will be in Parkersburg, W. Va., April 23 and 24, when Dr. Pendleton, 
President of Bethany College, and other eminent West Virginians, ,will par-
ticipate. 
Two new educational organs have been started in the siate-one, Tke 
Teacher's Alb'um, a q,uarterly, at Gallipolis, by Principal Collins, of the Gal1ia ' 
Academy, and the other the Public School Gazdte, by Supt. E. E. Henry, of 
the Coshocton public schools. A monthly of somewhat similar cha~!1-
ter, called the School and Family Visitor, has' also been started by a joli-
printer in Chillicothe, with some assistance from Supt. Richardson, of the 
local .schools: . 
Mr. W. D. Moore, Principal' at New 'Vienna, Highland county, proposes 
to "drop into politics" as a candidate for County Auditor at the fall election. 
Nineteen, students, including three seniors, have been suspended at the Ohio 
WesleyanlUniversity, for terms of thtee to twelve months, for participation in 
the burlesque parade on Washington's birthday, which was forbidden by the 
Faculty. 
The February report of the Columbus public school sho\vs a total attend-
ance of 7,337-3,592 boys and 3,745 girls. The Board of Education has at last 
adopted a seal, simply the coat of arms of the state, with the words "Bo~d 
of Education, Columbus, Ohio," in a circle about it. 
The petition of 1,200 women of Cincinnati, sensibly asking that the public -
schools may be divorced from the corrupting influence of ward politics, has -
been pres~nted in the State Senate. That body has killed by a close vote~ the 
measure relating to the introduction and changes of text-books knowl,1 as the 
Wilkins Bill. 
IOWA.-Centerville wants a new school house. 
The committee of the Presbyterian Synod of Northern ~owa decided last_ 
week to lnc.lte their coll!!ge at Cedar Rapids. An offer of $80,000 i~ property 
and an immediate cash endowment oft $25,000 decided the question.. This " 
wi1l affect Lenox Institute, which will be continued as an academy, while at 
Cedar ~apids will be l~cated the c~llege proper-an outgrowth of the Co~ 
Collegiate Institute .w'hich owns the property offered. 
President Pickard addr~ssed the Scott (lJunty Teachers' Association last 
Saturday aftelnoon. 
. The lower house of the ,State Legislature has passed a compulsory education . 
k~ , 
The Iowa City high ,school contest In declamation, held last week, was a ' 
splendid exercise. C. L. Gillis, who recited tht: "Vagabonds," carried"olf-the 
~onors, and will represent Io.wa City in the State ~ontes~ " - -
< 
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The average daily attendance reported by Prin. John R. Foulks of the 
Bloomfield public schools is '290. 
Rev. E. L . Parks. a graduate of the Northwestern University, and Garret 
Biblical Institute, of Evanston, who has had seven years' experience in col-
lege work, has been chosen Ppresident of Simpson Centenary College. The 
future prospects of this institution are said to be growing brighter every day. 
Hs financial condition is such now that no anxiety is felt by the officials con· 
nected with it. 
The Cedar Falls Gazett~ correspondent gives this item concerning the State 
Normal School: "The long cherished custom of sliding down the banisters 
has gone out of date, and sliding down the steps has taken its plac('." 
The total school funn of the state received by taxation is $4,03I,783.[5-an 
average of $7.06 to every individual of school age In Iowa. The amount for 
actual attendance is ahout double, says an exchange. 
, The Davenport Gazette is pitching into what it calls "senseless and idiotlc 
monthly written examinations." .. 
Hon. C. W. von CceUn has written a letter to Supt. Young, of Davenport, 
~hii:h is of much interest and importance. He says that while electors of in-
depend'ent school districts may direct that German, or any other foreign lan-
guage, be . taultht in the schools, these electors have not power to direct an 
abandonment of that instruction when once introduced hy action of the Board 
, ~ of Directors. The only remedy for the people to make any radical change in 
their course of study is to elect a Board favorable to such result." This de-
cision of our worthy Superintendent of Public Instruction is go04 &ense as well 
as good law. 
, R~v. F. S Berry, who died at Indianola last month, was a native of Cass 
county, Illinois. He entered the army i ~ I Q62, was wounded and taken pris. 
_ bnerln 1864" and excharged May, 1865. i f .. ' 'iLduated i,rom,the Northwestern 
University and Garrett Biblical Institute in 1870, when he .• mtered the minis~ 
I try. In August, 1878, he became President of Simpson College, a position 
which he held at the time of his lamented death. 
The gradu~ting class of Oskaloosa College consists of eight members repre-
senting four different departments of the college course. 
Our Tipton friends are comfortably fixed and "at home" in their new school , 
building-one of the finest in the state. It is eighty by eighty-~ix feet, has nine 
rooms, is heated by steam, and cost about h[,ooo. Prin. Scott is a genial, 
scholarly gentleman, who deserves just such kind treatment. 
' Supt. Henry Sabin, of Clinton, lectured hefore the Cedar County Teachers' 
Association last Friday evening, on . the "Hidden ~iver." The teachers of 
Iowa will be glad to know that Mr. Sabin has two lectures-"Aaron Burr," 
and a new, one, "An Evening with the Puritans"-which he wiiI deliver on 
reasonable terms, before institutes in July and August. 
Mr. G. S. Bradley has resigned his position as superi 1tcndent of the Wilton 
schools, which he has held for nearly three year. . He goes to Kansas, to en. 
ter upon ministel"ial work, having received a call from a church in that state. 
Dr. Mayo, of Springfield, Mass., will deliver the commencement oration at 
• the State Uni'Versityon the 22d or June. 
, The ' West Side Des Moines Schools had an average daily attendance, for 
Fe~ruary, of 1,645. There were 55 cases of truancy, 240C corporal punlsh-
ment, adl S02 of tardinesses. Supt. Parl~h is ' doing fine work lor these 
schools. 
The Jasper county teachers will hold a three weeks' in' titute at Newton, be-
l ginning March 8. Thi~ is not to take the place of the summer institute. Mr. 
S. L, Moser will act as conductor. 
,- 'Mi. Albion N. Fellows, principal of the KnO"xville high school, recently 
delivered hiS fine University oration on "FaLhv befor a' large audience in the 
Knoxville Opera House. . . ' 
The Commencement t;:<erci. es of the Homceopathic and Allopathic depart-
ments of the Stale University: took place last week. A class of. eight graduated 
from the former and twenty-two from the latter. Hon. James F. Wilson, of 
Fair6dd, delivered the annual addres ; Tuesday evening. Dr. W. F. Peck, 
dean of the last named department, delivered the address Wednesday even. 
ing. 
JThe above items were crowded out last week.] 
-As the institut~ season is again approaching in some ' states, we 'desire to 
engage a permanent agent in every county where n<?ne is now engaged, to 
represent THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY during the ' session of the institute, 
We prefer to have our-agents work ~xclusii;ely for -us, and to such we will give 
th~ v~ry best of t~rms. Do' not del<1y in making your application. It may be 
that we can 'give an ilgent work in two or more counties. Write to us for 
. terms. 
. . 
OFFICIAL ' DEPARTMENT. 
ILLINOIS-CIRCULAR NO. 13. 
NOTES ON THE SCHOOL LAW. 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Feb. 20, 1880. 
To School Dirutors.· 
Your careful attention is respectfully invited to an explanation of certain of 
your official duties, ' and of some provisions of the school law. 
I. MEETINGs.-Section forty-two of the school law provides that boards of 
school directors shall hold regular meetings at such times as they shall desig-
nate; that they may hold special meetings, as occasion may require, at t~e 
ra 11 f ! he president or any two members of the hoard, and that "no' offiCial 
business shall be transacted by the board except at a regular or special mee~­
ing.'> This last clause is an important and much needed amendment, since 
it makes it illegal for the directors, a('ting separately, to enter into any con· 
tract, purchase any article, or to give an order in payment therefor, unless 
previously authorized by the Loard so to do_ It practically puts a stop to the 
pernicious practice, so persistently and successfully followed by those who 
have for sale inferior articles for the use of schools, and whose only hope of 
disposing of ;hem at paying prices lies in their abi'nty to gain the assent and 
signature of directors, taken singly, an~ on the spur of the moment, before 
they can meet and consult. The occupation of this class of agents is now 
gone-it is to be hoped-forever. Contracts thus made and orders thus ob· 
tained are no longer legal. Directr rs who have not already done so should 
at once designate when and how frequently they will hold regular meetings. 
A.~ teachers are entitled to their PiLV monthly, it would seem to be proper for 
directors to have a regular 'meeting each month. But should it be inconven-
ient for the board 1\) meet so often, it is held that the b"ard may legally au. 
thorize two of their number (naming them) to examine and certify the schedule 
each month and to issue an order for the teacher's pay, a record being made 
of the action of the board. The board may instruct one of their number to 
act for them, and his action in accordance with the instructions-say in the 
purchase of a certain amount of wood or coal at a c'!rtain price-would bind 
the board; since, in the transaction, he is the legal representative of the board, 
Two directors constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. H ; nce, if 
two directors are present at a meeting, they may transact any , business withiri 
the sphere of their duties. All members are entitled, by every principle of 
fairness and "honesty, to a notice of the meeting. if it is practicable to give all 
a notice; but as a matter of law, if the third director is not present at the 
meeting nor even notified of it, this will not make void the action of the ma-
. jority who are present. 
2. RECORDS.-Another clause of this section, authorizes directors to use any 
funds belonging 'to the'district, and not otherwise appropriated, for the pur-, 
- chase of a suitable book for their records, and requires that' 'the said records 
shall be kept in a punctual, orderly, and reliable manner," and that the same 
"shall be ,signed by the president and clerk." The duty of procuring such a _ 
book, and of using it as the law directs, is imperative; and it IS one of the 
utmost importance that a faithful lecord be kept of all official school busi-
I 
ness. 
Nearly ten y~~rs ag~ Dr. Bateman said: , 
"Lack of such official records has caused more lawsuit.~ and losses, more 
confusion and trouble, in the financial and 'general bu; iness administration of 
the school system, than any other one thing." 
This was true then, and, although there has been a great improvement in 
these matters since, it is true to-day. And because there are so many districts ' 
in the state in which the requirements of the law regarding the keeping of 
records are still utterly disregarded, the attention of directors is hereby called t~ the provisions J the law bearing upon this subject. It will not answer the 
purpose of the law to have records kept upbn loose sheets or scraps of paper. 
Well bound books that are suitable, and so arranged teat the recorrls can be 
kept in a "punctual, orderly, and reliable manner," must be procured. The 
language of the law is explicit and mandatory: "The directors shall apPQint 
one of their 'num'ber derk, who shall keep 51 record of all the official acts of 
the board in a well bound book, pravided for the purpose." Since 'no official 
business can now be transacted by the di~ectors except at a regular or special 
)lleeting, it Seems to be even more important now than ever before that an ac- . 
curate record shall lie made and kept of all the official business of the board., 
A compliance with these provi.~ions of the law will ,aid and protect directorS 
in the proper discharge of their official acts. 
3· ELK<::rION OF DI~ORS.-Section sixty.three of the scboollaw makes 
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it tbe du,ty of the township treasurer to transmit to 'each board of directors in 
the township within two days after the first Monday in April and October, a 
detailed statement of their account with him for the previous six months. It 
also makes it the duty of tbe directors to post these statements, for the year 
preceding upon the door of the building where the annual election of direc· 
tors is held, in order that all tbe voters may see and examine them. Of these 
two statements that made in April is usually the more important. But if the 
election of directors were held upon tbe first Saturday, it would happen half 
of the time that tbese April statements would be too late for the meeting of 
'hat year, and would be of no value except to the directors. The election 
could not well be held upon the second Saturday, since that is the day of the 
election of trustees. The third Saturday was tberefore made the day for the 
election. 
Dir~ctors must remember tbat on ele~tion day, in addition to acting as 
judges, tbe law requires them, as stated above, to post upon the door of the 
build'ng in which the election is held tlu two stat~mfflts receivd from th~ 
tr~asur~r during the prl!Vious year/and it also requires them to make to the 
voters present a detailed report of their receipts and expenditures, for the 
previous year. They should also remember that a copy of their r~port must 
be jild with the tow1lShip treasurer within jive days of the time of said el~ction. 
[See Sec. 42.] Tbese provisions of t~e law are mandatory, and a careful 
compliance with them will do mucb to interest the voters in school affairs 
and to prevent confus!on of accounts between directors and treasurers. ' 
When two directors are to be chosen at an ~lection, one to fill a vacancy 
and the other for a full term, the ballots should always specify which of the 
candidates named thereon is voted for to fill the vacancy, and which for a full 
term. Thus: 
"For director for full term, Ricbard Roe." 
"For director to fill vacancy, Tohn Doe." 
4. SCHOOL LAW-CIRCULAR 8.-If your board is not yet supplied with tbe 
Bchopl Law of 1870, send to your county superintendent for a copy. Y9uare 
entitled to one and the supply is ample. If you liave not yet received a copy 
of Circular-8 issued by me Sept. 20, 1879, ask your township treasurer for it. 
One was sent to the treasurer for you. JAMES P. SLADE, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
NASHVILLE CENTENNIAL COMMISsioN. 
PRIZE POEM. 
The Board of Directors o( the Nashville Centennial Commission offers a 
prize of one hltndred dollars for the best Centennial Ode, to be read or sung 
at the Celebration of the 24th of April, 1880. 
At the meeting of the Board held on the 19th in st., the undersigned were 
appointed a Committe~ to prescribe the rules of the competition, and to ex-
amine into and decide upon the merits of the poems furnished. 
We have adopted the following Regulations, which received the approval 
of the Directors' B oard on the 26th inst. 
r. That the subject of the poem shall be the fact that Nashvil 'e has reached 
her Hundredth Birthday, and no restrictions shall be prescribed regarding the 
method of treating the subject, nor the special incident selected. ' The poem 
may be adapted to be read or to be sung in chorus. 
II. The length of the Ode is not to be greater than one hundred 'lines. 
III. Competitors for tbe Prize must have their poems delivered, as desig-
nated in Section IV., on or before the first day of April"1880, after whicJ:i 
none<will be received. 
IV. :r'he competing poems may be submitted iIi print or in manuscript. 
' ( Ellch shall be signed with a private mark, and with no name or initials. The 
sam~ mark or motto shall be placed on a sealed envelope, which shall have 
incl?sed the name and address of the author. The poem and; ea\ed envelope 
shall both be sent to Dr. T. A. Atchison, President of the Centennial Commis-
sion, by post, and not delivered_by hand. He shall take charge of the en-
velopes, and deliver ,the poems to the com~ission. When they shall have de· 
cided on the merits of the competitors, they shall report the mark or IT,otto of 
the victo)r to tlie President, who shall open and read tbe contents of the cor-
responding envebpe, and announce tbe result. Tbe other poems and envel-
opes shall ,then be destroyed, unles; sp!.cific instructions to tbe contrary be ' 
written on th~ outsidl' of tbe envelope. 
V. I? ca~rying out the wishes of the donor of the Award, tbe Committee 
reserve the .right of refusing to grant any premium, sho~ld no p:>em of sufficien t 
merit be presented. ' ' 
4s the ,~t.means of making this known thrGugho~t the length and breadth 
of the land, we have caused these Regulations to be printed, and send copies 
to all the prominent literati, newspapers, and literary magazines of the United 
States. 
Newspapers and magazines are requested to call attention to this Premium, 
both as ,a means of calling out the talent of their respective neighborhoods, 
and of aiding the City of Nashville in its Centennial. 
THOMAS J. DODD, D. D., 
Professor of Belles Lettres in Vanderbilt University" 
GEORGE S. BLACKIE, M. D., Ph. D., 
President of Medical Department of University of Tennf:ssee. 
Mrs. Ex·President POLK. 
Committ~~ on Awa1'd. 
For further particulars, apply to Dr. BLACiCIE, Se~retary of,the Committee. 
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR. 
The Board of Centennial Directors having determined to introduce an Ed~ 
ucational Department as a feature of the Exposition exhibit, and ha~ing as-
signed wall and floor space for that purpose, their Committee on Education 
have a40pted. the following directions and rules for the accomplishment of the 
objects had in view. The articles to b~ contributed shall 'be embraced in the 
following classes: 
I. Paintings-:-crayon, lin~and map drawings, specime~s of penmanship 
and pictures of school buildings . 
. II. Bound or clasped volumes of papers sbowing scbool work in prescrib-
ed studies. 
III. Appara~s and natural history collections, scbool furniture, school 
journals, reports, and other publications. 
I. Work in Class 1. may be prepared according to the taste, and at the dis-
cretion of the exhibitor. [f to h ~ h'lnZ 1)'1 t, e w111, it must be properly 
framed; if not; enclosed in neat portfolio or bound. Only one sample' of 
same kind of work done by each person to be presented, and that to be label-
, ed with the name of the author of the institution. 
2. Work in Class II. must be the result of written examinations to be held 
during the month of March, and conducted according to the plan usually pur-
sued by the teachu. in charge. 
3. It is suggested that five questions Oil- each subject for examination &11a11 
be presented, both question. and answer to Be written by the pupil. Ordinary I 
legal·cap paper shall be used, to be written on both ~ides, and within the mar- , 
gin. On the first line at oeginning the pupil to place the ~ubject, and ,on the 
second his name and age, in years and months, and at the close of the paper 
the time required in writing it. 
4. The papers shall be clasped or bound in convenient volumes, on the 
first page of each of which must be given the followi'ng infurmation : 
(a).-Number of pupils in the class. (b).-Average age of tbe pupils. 'eel. 
-Grade or year in school course. (d).-Number whose work is selected. (~). 
-Manner in which the examination was conducted. (f).-Assurance that 
the work was honestly done by pupils without assistance from any source. 
5, In schools containing more than 100 pupils, only the work of one class -
or grade in one of the studies pursued shall be presented; it being left op-
tional with teachers whether the papers of the entire number, or of selected 
pupils shall be taken. > , , \ 
6. As it will be impo~sible to exhibit all that may be offered under Class 
III, those deSIring to send samples of their g,~ods are requested to forWard 
catalogs with the articles they wish to enter marked, and they will be inforDi-
ed which 'can be !eceived. ' 
7. All parties intending to forward work must communic.,.te the fact to this 
Committee by the 15th of March, and all articles must be forwarded freight 
prepaid by the loth of April, properly addressed to the ,Chairman of t!iis 
Committee. The,Express Companies have agreed to return artlcles shipped 
through them free of charge, and we advise this as the preferable method oC . 
shipping. ' ' 
8. The Board of Directors have liberally provided for suitably fumshing 
the space allotted, and this Committee will see that the articles are properl, 
presented, and return them if so nptified. 
, In conclusion we extend a cordial invitation to schools, office~s, teachers, 
and institutes of learning generally, and to others interested, to prepare and , 
forward material for this exhibit and thus to contribute to making tbe occa-
sion a marked era in the educational history of our State. A convention of 
teachers will be held on Friday, May 7, in which di.tinguished educators 
from this and adjoining, states have been invited to participate, and efforts-are ' 
being made to secure general accommodation rates for delegates attending it. 
S. Y. CALDWELL"C;:hainnan;, ' 
NASHVILLEt March I, 1880. 
w,. R. G.uUTT, Secre~. ' 
. . 
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- , THE WORLD. 
'- rhe yournal of Didactics is the name of a new paper published at the 
Kansas Normal School, at Paola, Kansas, John Wherrell, Principal. 
-A French scientist maintams that the generally received opinion, that 
snow of itself protects bodies covered with it from frost, is erroneous. He' 
says it acts, indeed, as a screen, preventing radiation, and gives water at 0 
degrees C., which filters through the ground; but below that temperature it 
~!ldergoes, li)<e other bodies;variations of temperature which may be trans 
mitted. If, however, straw or similar substances bad been laid on the ground 
before the snow fell, there would be a greater probability that organic bodies 
in the earth would ~emain uninjured by subsequent frosts. 
-The Hannoversche Courier announces that Liebnitz's long-lost calculat· 
ing machine has been recovered. Liebnitz invented and constructed this mao 
chine in 1672, during his stay in Paris. It can . add, .subtract, divide, and 
multiply, and was the wonder of the time. This machine became the prop· 
ertY of the Hanover public library, but long ag~ disappeared from among its 
treasures. All th~t was known about its disappearance was that it had once 
been sent to an instrument maker at Gottingen to be repaired. It has now 
turned up again in the Gottingen Library, and through the efforts of Dr. Bod· 
emann, the librarian of the Hanover public library, has again come into the 
possession of the institution. 
-Number eight of the II American Health Primers," Brain Work atld Over-
work, is particularly valuable and full of suggestion to such as read th.e 
WEEKLY. It is written by Dr. H. C. Wood, of Philadelphia, Clinical Pro-
fessor of Nervous Disea~es in the University of Pennsylvania, and conse· 
quently,may be regarded as authority in what it teaches. It is a plain and 
, scientific statement of the causes' of nervous diseases. It shows us how we 
make ourselves sick, a.nd how we may both prevent and cure most nervous 
diseases. Published by Presley Blackiston, Philadelphia, (whose advertise · 
ment appears in the WEEKLY) price fifty cents. 
. '-The "pendulum" lubricator, as it is termed, is an ingenious device, 
adapted for connecting·rods, cranks, eccentrics, etc. The discharge of oil in 
this form of lubricator is regulated by the movement of a pendulum, which, in 
turn, is put in motion by the oscillation of the crank to which it is affixed; 
thus the machinery furnishes and controls the supply of its own lublicant, the 
person.al attention of an engineer is unnecessary, and the risk ' of misadven-
ture through neglect and inattention is entirely obviated, as a constant and 
regular supply is insured. The p,mdulum lubricator is regarded as particu-
larly valuable f'lr use with engines, and the quantity of oil required for any 
voyage can be ascertained with unUsual accuracy; there is no waste and the . 
~aving is claimed to be fifty per cent over other lubricators. 
-The seventh annual Commencement of the School of Me dicine of Bos-
ton University was held last week Wednesday. The graduating elhss num· 
~red thirty· five, ninete~n being men and sixteen women. This prop-ortion is 
nearer ' exact equality than in any previous case. Among the graduates were 
rep~~entatives of nearly every New England state, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Illinois, Iowa, and California. Pleasant matters not set down in' the printed 
. ' program were a presentation of each member of the class ·to His ExcellencY, 
Governor Long, before the opening of the "public. exercises; remarks from the 
Governor after the conferring of the degrees by the President; and the award-
ing oC a prize for the best essay on "The Germ Theory of Disease." Two 
" more prizes -will be awarded in this department in June. In the evening a 
brilliant reception was given the class at the Hotel Brunswick. Hereafter, 
owing to the inclusion of the summer term in the obligatory school year" the 
annual commencement of this department will be merged in the general Uni-
_ versity Commencement in June. 
I enjoy your WEEKLY very much ~nd always 'read it through and through, 
and never without much profit to myself. As soon as my liealth permits, I 
propose to do my duty ,toward the WEEKLY , by doing something for it. I 
think the teacliers of this state ought to wake up' and work for a first-class ed-
; ucational journal.-SprinCield, Ill. 
N". lSI seems 'especially recherch6-follof good tliings.-Pennsylvania. 
HORSFORD'S A~lD PHOSPHATE FOR DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUSNESS, ETC.-I 
hate prescribed Horsford's Acid Phosphate and am very much pleased with 
wh!ot I have see!! of its actiun, and purpose using more of it as occasion reo 
qnires. / A. C;. CO~ON, ¥. D. 
TuRNER, ILL. 
THE CHILDRENS' HOUR. 
CONDUCTED BY MISS S. P. BARTLETT. 
[This Department may be read by scholars, or, by teacher and schol"".] 
Now let me gather all the children about me, for this is our 
opening hour. 
When I was a little girl, there was one part of a new book I 
was very careful to skip, and that was the preface. I wish every 
little girl and boy not to skip this preface to the Children's Hour, 
because it is a talk especially to, and for them. 
You love to tell each other what you wish and mean to do ; so 
let your bright eyes find ·in this greeting, what I hope we shall 
have, and do, and enjoy together in 'our pleasanL corner of the 
WEEKLY. I thinkwe shall count upon it for talks that shall 
bring us close together; short -stories, sketches, verses, anecdotes 
to read. Good thoughts and things shall here be saved for us to 
remember; and happy bits to make us laugh:; with some puz-
zles, and games, etc., now and then. 
This is a preface of what we hope for, which :may grow suited_ 
to our needs and wishes as we go on; for we 'must always re-
member that the best intentions may be improved upon, and I 
very much hope little heads and hearts will bring me their loving 
aid and sympathy, in the Children's Hour. 
THE FIRST VIOLET. 
When heaviest lay the drifted snow 
The hidden leaves between, 
Above, the bitter blast might blow, 
But little cared the floweret low 
Beneath its ample screen. 
The old oak round its shoulders barel 
. Its tattered mantle drew, 
Grim relic of the year's despair- ' 
While, hopeful in its sheltered lair, 
The budding violet grew.J 
Under blue skies and sunlight mild, 
March, with his balmiest breath" . 
Upon the snow-drift br.eathed and smiled, 
And through them waked the winter's child; 
Life in the arms of death. 
THE RED BOX AND THE BLUE GLOVE. 
r don't think any body ever heard such, a queer little sigh, for 
the Red Box had kept up such a dismal thinking so long, that it 
seemed as if her heart would burst. Atter the sigh she- seemed 
to get her voice . 
"Oh dear me !" said the Red Box, "what a place ~this is, to 
die and be buried in, away up in this dark corner of a school 
closet, where I am of no use, and can do no ' good at all, and am 
so very unhappy. Little did I think when I hung upon the lovely 
Christmas tree, so short a time ago, with so much' that seemed , 
just wha:t I wished, before me, that I should come to this! Chosen 
with such care, and given with so much love, and to such a dear 
little girl; I am sure I shall never forget her blue eyes if I have 
. to live up here in the dark a hundred years. Alas! I wonder 
how long I can live here, any way?" ' 
And so the Red Box came as near bursting into tears as a Red 
Box could. She groaned so deeply that something like a hand 
stirred quite close to her, and seemed to reach out in sympathy, 
almost making her tremble. 
Presently another voice broke the silence of the dark closet. 
It said: : ' , ' 
"I am the the Blue Glove. Do not be frightened.' You did 
not kno~ I was here; but now we have spoken to one another, 
I think we shall 'both be happier. It is true I am nothing but a 
of .. \. 
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Blue Glove, and an odd one, at that; separated from my twin 
sister, and bitterly lonely; but I am not heartless, and I should 
like to be a frien~ to you, Red Box." . 
"Then," said the Red Box, "t.ell me, if you can, what you 
and I ar.e here for. I have wondered and~rieved over it until I 
am almost beside myself." 
"I suppose," replied the Blue Glove, rather sadly, "you are 
shu~ up so tight you can not hear very well, or you would know 
a little of what I do . . I have caught a good many words as i 
have lain here, from time to time; and then, I knew before I 
·came here, a good deal I wish I could forget. 
"For my part, I think I do n9t care very much about going 
back to the old school days, though this is such,a dreary place I 
wish I could have been lost somewhere else. My dear Red Box, 
all little girls are not like your darling Blue Eyes; there are 
. very, very different ones. This was my second winter of life, 
and I went to school every day, and. I must confess to you that 
my own mistress was one you could never have been happy with. 
She used to take me among some other children, too, whose ways 
and words I 'could not love. They did naughty things, and 
troubled their kind, good teacher, until even a Blue Glove knew 
' what it was to be ashamed of them. 
"You had not been to school long, had you, Red Box?" 
·.'Only two or three happy weeks," answered the Red Box, 
"but I was delighted with my life. Such.a pretty desk as I lay 
. in; and do you know what I hold? A store of things dear Blue 
Eyes loved to use. The nicest pencils, and rubber, a little folded 
ivory rule, a set of tablets, a small paint-box, and brushes, and 
some drawing .cards. Alas! . What a loss this prison makes, for 
her, and me !" 
SPRING S,ONGS. 
\ Wake ye, oh! wake 'thro' 'the echoing wood, 
Sweet birds with songs tbat are blither than laughter! 
. Tell us once more how the Spring-tide's new blood 
Flushes and mantles each dim forest rafter! 
Did they not hear you, and know you full well, 
They who once wandered tbro' Eden's bright bOlVers ? 
Knew not the wisest of monarchs your spell , 
Oft as ye woke by the temple's fair towers ? 
Constant your voice as the radiant stars 
. Shining in beauty far o'er tbe lone. monntain, 
Dear to all time as the Summer·blue skies. 
Fresh as the crystal light thrown from the fountain! 
Yes, I can think of the ?aillions .of men 
List'ning and loving your sweet songs before me • . 
Ay! and of millions more list'ning again, ' 
When the long grass shall wave silently o'er me. 
. Blithe little birds! ye are singing to.day . 
Sweetest of ail where our dear dead are sleeping; 
There, by the old church walls, timeworn and gray, 
Rising thro' bright !vy·wreatbs ·round them cree~ing. 
Over. the cold dust that never again ' 
Knoweth a care for tbe fast · coming morrow! 
Lips that are silent, and hearts free from pain. 
EY,es that have closed ~orever on sorrow. 
Well for us all that it rings out so clear, 
This your glad song o'er the low graves be(ore us ! 
Bravely you tell of that Spring drawing near 
When ,the dark Winter of death shall pass. o'er us. 
Wake then, oh I wake thro' the echoing wood, 
Sweet birds with songs that are blither than laughter! 
Wake ye! and sing how the Spring-tide's new blood 
Flushes and mantles each dim forest . rafter ! . 
-Robina F. Hardy •. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
The W~EKLY should be read by all teachers in the rural schools: the "hard '. 
knocks" which it contin~ally giv.es to those "tony" courses of study in our 
city schools is working a healthy renovation and general overhauling of all ,' 
such.-Stlpt. W. .E. Bailey , Marshall Co., Ind. 
"Yes; . and Blue Eyes has not forgotten you," replied her 
companion. "I hear her voice now and then myself, when the 
door is left ajar. She wonders very much what has . become of 
her Red Box, and if we could only speak so they .' could under. I cannot think of doing witbout it-so many valuable hints·to young teachem 
are found in its pages. Long may it ·flourish to aid, other. as it does me.,. 
stand us, they would soon know out in the school-room where we Co/~rado. , . ' •. 
are. But then I should !.lave to go back to Phebe. Phebe is .The first copy of tbe Normal Quistim B pok is makintr many sales, a,nd. tbat; : 
the name of the little girl who owns me." too, by the SIde of the --; in 'one case a teacher, who had the use of the 
"Does she pity Blue Eyes, do you think?" asked the Red Box. -- free voluntarily ordered the Qu~stion .(look , tbinking it so far in !IIi-
"I should think not, indeed !" replied the Blue Glove. vance.-Frolll alz Agent in Iowa. . .. ' 
"She laughs, in' a way that makes me lot:lg to ' shake her, when- The WEEKLY ranks among the ablest school journals of America, 'hence 
its pnpularity wilh western teachers. Its matter is so varied that it cannot fail , 
everlYou are mentioned. When you were first lost, Blue Eyes cried, to please every one. We can freely recommend the WEEKl.Y to teachers who 
'and Phebe made sport of her until the teacher -forbade it. This are looking for a wide.awake, energetic assistant in tbe way of a 5chool j<;lur-
very day I heard :Blue Eyes tell a little girl she WGuid give her nal.-Supt. Enoch Myers, Fulton Co., bzd. 
a slate pencil if she only had herdear Red Box again,-and Phebe '. From Paris, Ill., Supt. Harvey sends in the casb for 14 of his teachers and 
asked her why she didn't find it, then ?" adds: "A contribution to your boom from a corps of nineteen eachers ,of this ' 
Here the Red Box seemed so much moved by her feelings that city. One other is already a subscriber." If ~e gtt fifteen-nineteenths of all, 
. . . 'the teachers we shall feel quite well satisfied. ' , 
the Blue Glove was qUIte frIghtened, and dld not know what A C M . , d 'rt' t' b W " 1. ' , · . 
, . . ' . . . ason save lSemen m t e EEKL y pays fUm "df~r t"an }n' any'" 
would happen next. It ~ertamly seemed as If the Red Box would oth~r ()ap~r, according to .his written testimony. It mu~t be a g~d thing 
b~rst. She lost .her, vo~ce, completel:y, and groaned .so deeply which he advertises. Look it up! • 
tHat her compamon s pity w~s m?re tnan I can tell. First copy of WEEKLY received. It meets our views to a T.- Vn'mont; ", 
Just as matters reached thIS helght, the closet door came sud· 
t!enly wide open, and near footsteps and voices broke upon them. 
The Blue Glove had just time to whisper Hush! when something 
happened which I will tell you n~xt time. 
(To be Continued.) 
THE PUZZLE BOX. 
. Eleven great men; fifteen celebrated wome~; twenty-three 
extraordinary children; thirty-two fine pictur~s; · a new manner 
of cooking oysters; a great improvement in the cultivation of 
gra'pes; ten fashionable bonnets; and ' the substance of a hun-
dred books; may all be expressed by 'a liquid in ~ommon. ,use . 
and a word of only one syllable. . . /. 
i 
RE.fORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
-Brief ·Lecture Notes on Sound and Lignt; Prepai4!d for tile ,Use of 
,Students in the U~ivenily of Michi~an.. By Chat:les K. W:ead"acHng Pro- ' 
fessor of Physics. Ann Arbor, Michigan, Price 25 cents. 
- Thirty·third Annual Report of the School Committee of the City of Man~ 
c,hester, together witi> the Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the·Superintend. i 
ent of Public Instruction, for the year ending ,December 31, 1879. Wm. E: 
BliCk, Superintendent. " 
-Annual Report of ' the Board of Education of tbe Columbns Public 
Schoois, for ~he year enditig Aug. 31, 1879. Columbits, Ohio, R. W. Steven': . 
son, Superintenaent. ~ • 
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THE !ENEID OF VIRGIl, TRAN8LATED Bt GEORGE HOWLAND, OHIOAGO. 
"What so great crime could Aeneas, my son, have committed against thee? 
" What could the Trojans, that after so many sad death~ and disasters, 
"All of the world, just for Italy's sake, should be now closed 'against them? 
'~Truly yo~ promise YOll gave, that the years should come round when the Romans 
" Hence should arise in great power, the race of Teucer restoring, ' 
"Who with lpllimited sway should rule o'er the land and the ocean. 
" What hath induced th~e, my father, to change thy former opinion? 
"This was my solace in Troy's overthrow, and her sorrowful ruins, 
" Balancing pas~ gloomy fortunes by fortunes more bright in the future. 
"But the same fate still pursues them through all these_ many misfQrtunes. 
"What is the limit, great Iqng, that you purpose to set to these labors? 
,~ Surely Antenor was able, escaped fro'm the midst of the Grecians, 
"Through the Illyrian waters, far inland where dwell the Liburni, 
" Onward to go, safely passing the founts, whence flows the Timavus, 
" WheJlce through its nine gaping mouths, with a mighty roar 'of the mountain, 
" As a tumultuous sea it bursts forth and floods all the region. 
" Here he the city of ,Padua built, as the home of the Trojans, 
" Gaye his own name to the people, and hung up his arms il; thanksgiving; 
"Now,all his cares at an end, in undisturbed peace he rp.poses, 
"We,thine own offspring, however, to whom thou high heaven dost promise, 
"Losing; O-horrors lour ships, all gone through the wrath of one only, 
I "We are cast off, and from Italy'!! shores are entirely excluded. 
" This the reward of _our trust ~ Do;'e thus then repose in your scepter?" 
Smiling benignly upon her, the father of gods and of mortals, 
With the same look with which he clears up the 'sky and the tempest, 
Kisses the lips of his daughter, and, then in response thus makes llDswer: 
"Banish your fear Cytherea; the fates of your friends are unshaken, 
, uYou shall behold yet the city and walls of Lavinium promised, 
" And to the stars of heaven, on high. bear the noble Aeneas ; 
" Nor does there anything cause me to change my former opinion. 
-" He,-for so much will I say,' sin~e the matter so deeply afflicts thee, 
" And the deep secrets of Fate unrolling disclose the far future,-
"He shall in Italy wage severe war, and subdue warlike nations, 
" And to brave people give lilws, and be famed as t~e founder of cities, 
"Till the third summer shall see him in Latium peacefully reigning, 
" And the third winter have passed, since the Rutuli yielded, submission. 
"Then shall the boy, Ascanius named, but a:'t this time, Iulus, 
_ " Called thus from Ilus, name famous while Troy was still in her glory, 
" ,Thirty full years, as the months roll away, on the throne there continue, 
'~Then from iavinium change; and transferring his power to Alba, ' 
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" There shall establish his court, and enlarge with great strength her defenses. 
" Here now for three hundred years shall the power remain uninterrupted 
";In the H~ct01 'an line, till a priestess of royal extraction, 
"Ilia, from the- "'llbraces of Mars shall give birth to twin children. 
" Fortunate in tne kind care which a tawny she wolf shall extend him; 
" Romulus then shall succeed to the throne and establish a city 
"Sacred to Mars, and shall give them the name, from his own name, of Romans; 
"Nor do I set any bounds to their power in extent or duration; 
"Sway without ~mit is given. Nay, even the mel'ciless Juno, 
" Who in her fear keeps the heaven and the earth and the seas in commotion, 
" Changing her plans for the better, with me shall favor the Romans, 
" Bringing the world in subjection beneath this toga-clad nation. 
"Thus 'tis decreed. The time shall arrive, in the swift flight of ages, 
"When by her conquering arms shall the home of Assaracus humble 
"Phthia, and famous Mycenae; and rule with stern sway over Argos. 
"Then shall arise frem the Trojan blood the illustrious Cresar, 
"Who shall extend to the ocean his sway, and his fame to the heavens,-
"Julius called, deriving the name from the famous Iulus. 
"Him, be assured, at length, with the spoils of the East richly laden, 
"You shall receive into heaven; he too shall with vows be entreated. 
" Then shall the iron age soften and, wars through the earth being ended, 
" White-robed Faith and fair Vesta, Quirinus with Remus, his brother, 
"Justly shall rule; and the dread gates of war with fastenings of iron, 
"Firmly and fast shall be closed; and within shall be 'impious Fury, 
- " 
"Seated above his fell weapons, his hands drawn securely behind him, 
"Bound by a hundred brass chains, and with bloody jaws fearfull'y growling." 
Thus he.repiies, and sends from above the son ~f fair Maia, . 
Who to the Trojans may open the land and the ,homes of new Car~age, 
Lest from her boundaries Dido,-not knowing the fates, shall exclude them; 
Through the vast region of air with the strong, even sweep of his pinions, 
Swiftly he urges his flight and on Libya's shore is soon standing; 
Now he 'obeys his commapds, and the Carthaginian people 
Lay their fierce hearts at the will of'the god, and especially Dido 
Toward the Trojans receives a mild spirit and kind disposition. 
But with perplexing thought the night to Aeneas comes laden, 
And with the dawn he determines to go and explore the new country, 
If he perhaps may l.earn to what shore the wind has now brought him, 
Who, too, the occupants, men or wild beasts, for he sees here no culture,' 
And to bring back the report of ~hat he may find to his comrades. ' 
Mooring his fleet in the woody iecess, with the rock overhanging, 
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
Consumption Cured. 
A Id phy s.cian retired from practice, having bad placed 
in his 0 hands by an' East india missionary the formula of a 
. 1 vegetable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure ~lmpC~Dsum tion Rroochitis. Catarrh, A!rtthma, and all Th t and tung Affections. also a positive a!,d radical cure fo/~rervous Debility and all N~rvou~ Comp~alDts, after hav-
in tested its wonderful curauve powers In th~)Usands of 
g bas felt it his duty to make .t known to.h.s suffe~lng ~C5, Actuated by by this motive and a desire to reheve 
he ows. ufferlng I will send free of charge to all ' who desire itU~hl: ~ecipeJ i'o German, F~ench, or EDglis.h, with full 
directions for preparing amI .... lOg. Sent by mall by addres-
lin&, with stamp, naming thiS paper, W. W. SHBRAR,I4Q 
. Pt1W'r~' Block, RocArst,r, lv. Y. 
COOK'S 
CRAND ' EXCURSIONS to 
EUROPE. 
1880' FOR THE SUM~~~A~F MAY PAIITY. 1'880 
GRAND ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL VACATION PARTY. 
ANNUAL MIDSUMMER PARTY. 
Pamphlet containing full particulars, with MAP OF 
EUROPE, sent free on application. 
Tourist Tickets,for Independent Tra'llders. ,by all rout ... 
, Cook's Excur~loD18t contains fares for over J,O()O 
tours; by ma.iI, 10 cents. 
A4dress ' THOl\lAS COOK & SON, 
" ' 261 Brodway, New York; P. O. Box 4197. 
Springfield Sch~ol of Oratory~ 
AT SPRINGFIELD, ILL. 
Third 1'ff'n O;e ... March 2.5110, I88a. Fourth 7<,.", 
opms June 7, I88a. 
FACULTY: 
FB~TSHANS, A. M, Principal Professor 01 the Science 
J., C. and Art of Elocution, Voice Culture and Lecturer on 
Elocution and Oratory. . . . 
M'I,s IDA ScOTT, Teacher of RecitatIOn and Articulation. 
Miss ALMA MORGAN, :feacher of Gesture. 
The following gentlemen will give lectures during the 
year: . . 
, F L MATTHBWS. M. D.-Physiology of VOice. 
, • Hon: JAMBS P. SLAr;>B,. Siate S~perintendent of Public In· 
struction ofllhnols-Readmg. . ~ 
F . R. FBITSHANS, ,.. M :, Pr.incipal of Spnnglield High 
School-lE.thetic E oucatlon. . 
Hi, Excellency, Governor SHELBY M. CULLOM-Oratory. 
(By ~equest.) 
Summer School of Elocution. 
BY'S. S. HAMILL, A. M. 
Will open June loth, 1880, at 7'0, West Monroe Street, 
Chicago, Ill. . 
S. 'R. WINCHELL & CO" 
EDUOATIONAL 
PUBLISHERS AND AGENTS. 
SPECIAL LIST. 
Wedgwood'sTopical Analysis. 
A full Topical Outline of Descnptive Geography. U . S. 
History, Practical Arithmetic, Physiology and Hygiene, 
Physical Geography, English Grammar, and Penmanship, 
. For use in Common Schools . Normal Schools, and Teachers· 
Institutes, by George S . Wedgwood, .50 
Grube's Method. 
A Practical Illustration of Grube's Method of Teaching 
Elementary Arithmt tic with a large number of hints and 
suggestions. By Prot. L;uis Soldan, Prmcipal of St . L,ouis 
Normal School. Paper, 20 cents, Flex. c1., .30 
The Normal Question Book. 
ContainIng over 3000 questions with answers, arranged in 
a systematic manner. Prepared expressly for the use of 
teachers in making preparation for examinations .. It is also 
adapted to the USc of common schoo's for daily, weekly, and 
monthly reviews. The work contains an appendix giving 
modes of teaching the different branches, outlines of subjects. 
rules and regulations to be observed during examinations, 
hints and suggestions on the preparation of MSS., etc. fi.y 
J. E. Sherrill. $1.50 
)lethods of Teaching: in Country 
Countt·y Schools ' . 
This wcrk is not a mass of ttgUttering generalities," but 
suggestions in detail as to how to teach and, manage a n un-
graded schOOl, drawn·from long exp~rience and observatio.,s 
of one who has been there himself. It is a wC' rk devoid of 
everything foreign to the subject The only work ever 
'Published that meets the needs of country teachers . Teachers 
(and they are numbered by the legion), who have searched 
in ~ain through a score or more of books on teaching, for 
somethingjractical for their count!'Y schools, should give 
this book a trial. Intensely Interest,ng'. Tltoroug-!t.IJI Prac, 
tical, l! 1Ilinmtly Ad"pted to the Country SCMols, '1. 2 5 
Mistakes in Teaching. . 
By JAM.S. L. HUGHa •• Inspector of Public Schools, 
Toronto, Can. This work discusses in a terse manner over 
ONE HUNDRED of the mistakes commonly made ,by un-
trained or inexperienced Teachcrs It is designed to warn 
young Teachers of the error~ they are liabl "! to make, and' to 
help the older members of the profession to discard whatever 
methods or habits may be preventing their highest success. 
The mistakes are arranged under the following heads!"-
I • • Mistakes in Management. 2. Mistakes in Discipline. 
3. Mistakes in Method. 4. Mistakes in Manner. Toned 
paper. cloth extra, . So 
The Song Budget. 
A Collectibn of Songs and Music for Schools and Educa-
tional gathermgs. Compiled by E. V. De Graff, A. M., 
Conductor of Teachers' Institutes. 72 pages, 107 ~ongs, .15 
Lancaster, School )Iottoes. · 
Thirty Mottoes and the Lord's Prayer. Twelve Cards 
printed on both sides. Choice Extracts as Sub-Mottoes . 
The best tinted 6.ply Card Board. Color.. Salmon and 
Green. Black type, bold and attractive, 't.tO 
Reward Cards for Schools. 
. Over 100 kinds ~nd desig:ns com·prising Motto, Reward 
Scripture Text, Senllment, Bible Verse, Good Device, and 
Hymnal Cards, Attractive 1Jesirable, and 'Illexpensivc, a 
never ending source of delight to the little ones, unfailing and 
invaluable help to all teachers, religl.ousand secular. 
Monthly Report Cards. 
Printed on Stiff Card Board. Different sizes and styles. 
Per tOO, .65 
Emerson's Patent Binders. 
In appearance precisely like the cover of a regularly 
bound book. The flexible back adJusts itself to any thick-
ness of papers[ and two narrow stnps of thin steel, 'working 
hinge-like, ho d them as in 'a Vlce. Periodi~ls may be 
·stitched In as they .re received, or a wholo volume may be 
l.ound at once. Price list on application. 
The Library Binder.' 
For N ove)s, Pamphl~ts, Magazines, etc., and especially 
adapted 'to circulating libraries. Two sides wilhout a .back. 
Price list furnished on application. . 
Any bOok or article of school merchandise furnished 
promptly at the lowest price. . 
7 20 LessofiS~ two per day, $80 . Send for our price list of School Supplies before pur-chasing elsewhere. 
SCHOOL BOOKS ~CHANGED. 
.u:Ten Lesso,,", In Elocution and how to .teach them s!'nt 
~toall. . . B. ·B. WINOHELL~ Co., Ohicago, ~U. 
" \'. 
TEJ:E 
Chzcago &-Northwestern 
RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED f BEST 
EQUIPPED I and bence .the 
Leading Railway of the \V est 
and Northwest. 
It embraces under 'one Management 
2,380 MILES OF ROAD, 
.and forms the following Trunk Lines: 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & CalifornIa Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," " 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Lme,~ 
"Chicago, Freeport & Dubuque- Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," 
~'Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line," 
"Chicago, Green Bay & Lake Superior Line." 
-ITS-
Council BluWs, Denver and Cali· 
. fOl'nia Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and all points m 
IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA. WYOMING. COLOR-
ADQ. UTAH, NiCVADA. CALIFORNIA, . OREGON, 
CH IJ.'oj A, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. Its 
St. Paul and Minneapolis tine 
Is the Best Line between CHICAGO an'd all,,!,oints in 
NORTHWESTERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DU-
LUTH, and all points in the Great Northwest. Its . • , . 
La Crosse and Minnesota tine 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and , LA CROSSE, 
" INONA, ROCHESTER, OWATONNA,- MANiCATO, 
.sT. PETER, NEW UL-.1,and all points in CENTRA~ 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its • 
Green Bay and Marquette Line 
Is the Only Line between CHICAGO and ,)lANESVILLE 
WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, NE!"ENAH, MEN 
ASHA OSHKOSH GREEN BAY, MARQUE'l''fE 
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK, and Ihe LAKE &.Ul'ERJOR , 
COUNTRY' It>. " 
Freeport and Dubuque Line 
, . 
Is the Only Route botween CHICAGO .a nd ELGIN, 
ROCKFORD, FREEPuRT, and all points via Freeport. 
Its 
I'~ ( 
Chicago arid Milwaukee .Line 
Is the Qld Lake Shore Route between CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND PARK WAUKEGAN RACINE, KEN-
OSHA and MILWAUkEE ... and the Best Route to SHE-
BOYGAN, MANITWOC, ... REEN LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road in the West running Pullman Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. 
Bear in mind no other road runs Pullman Hotel Cars, or ...,' 
any other form of Hotel Cars ;rHROUGH between ChiCago 
and th(. Missouri River. AU Ticket Agents can sell you 
Through Tickels by thiS Route. • . I' 
It IS the Only Road runnmg Pullman Sleeping Cars elth~r 
way between Chicago and St. Paul, or any peint, north oj 
Chicago. ", __ ' , 
New York Ollice, 415 Broadway. Boston Ollice. 5 S!",tF 
Street. Omaha Office. 1324 Farnam Street San FranCISCO 
Office, 2 New'Montgomery Street. Chicago Ticket Ollices, 
6:: Clark Street, under Sherman Hou$e: 75 Canal, cor. ~ad· 
ison Street: S9~tate, cor. R.andolph Street; P . lmer HoUl~: 
Grand Pacific Hot' I; Kinzle Street Depot, cor:. West KInZIe . .. 
and Canal Stree s; Wells Street Depot, cor. Well. and Kin-
zie StTe;ets. ' \ 
For mformation. folders, maps. etc., not obtai~ablc at 
" Home Ticket Ollice. address any agent Qf the Comjl3llY' or 
MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H . STENNETT, 
Gen'1 Manager, Chicago. Gen'l Pas.s. Ag't" Chicago. _ .. 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING~ 
Primary, ............... $ 50 I The live books sent to teaCb- , 
COmmon' School, ..... .... 1.50 er5 for ~aminatlon lor $3.50, • 
Counting-House,.. . . .. . 3.00 but only 10 reply to reque;pll , 
t.ec:tures,$I.OC. Key, ... 2.~ acc:ompan.eii by the monO)' . " 
S~OJ terms for introducuon. , -
cpu] w. J. GILBERT. Puhli.he.,~t. LoUd, ~o. 
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An ERASER that 
will Ontlast Pive of 
any other kind, 
THE PEERLESS' SCHOOL DESK. 
.. THE STERLING ERASER. 
CRE A..PEST ! . BEST! ' 
E"usm's, pm' Gross, $15,00 
Less than 1 G'/,08S, per Doz, 1,50 
IlV" Liberal dlscollnt to tbe trude. 
We are the largest manufacturers of SCHOOL 
l'URN1TURE In the World. 
Seud lor Illustrated Catalogue and prlcee to 
. Novelty M'f'g Co., 
STERLING, ILL. 
Or t.o 480 Broadway, Albany, N. Y. 
Or 219 Bush St., San FrancIsco, Cal. 
G~ssamer Water f!rooj Oloaks. 
3 On receipt orThre~ Dollars; ~e will send by mail to any address in the United States, on~ of our Vulcanized Gossamer Water Prool Cloaks, charges paid. Every Cloak Warranted. In ordering, give length and bust 
measure . 
LAUGHTON & CO., Mfrs. 
187 Washington St., Chicago 
~~~l~o~~!~~~n~h~~.~c~,~e~.! School., Fire Alanna, Farm., .. lc. ~'ULLY WARll I\NTED. Catal~e 8e ' I\ Free. VANDUZEN & TIFr, Ci .. cin"ati, 0, 
. Jc:/B;ran?aL_., ~~~ 
ST, JOSEPH, MO, 
, Full particulan seut to any address upon receipt of stamp; 
but no attenlion to postals of specimen hunters. 
TKOS, J. BRYANT, Prest, 
H 0 W TO BE WELL; or Common Sense Medical Hygiene. A book for the People, IiYlng lJirections tor the Treatment and Cure of Diseases without 
the use of Medicines; also, General Hint. on Health. Price 
. only '1 .00. By mall. Addrc .. , S. B WELLS & CO., 
Publishers, 131 Broadway, N. Y 
.. 0 000 N amea of residents wanted. For 25 names with 
I" address and 25 C. we will send a fir' !=II,I. Hand-' 
kerchief, every thread .Uk. ReilJlar price '1.25. .Add ..... 
Itu G . W. FOSTER &: Co., '25 Clark St., Ch'c:aa-o. 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
I OWA COLLEGE, GrInnell, 101ua. For catalogue, etc., address the President, GKo.F.MAGOUN, D.D. L chy 
CHANDLER SCIENTiFiC DEPT. of Dartmouth College. Liberal Education on a scientific basis . Address Prof. E. R. RUGGLKS, Hanover, N. H. cpe 
I LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL lJNIVE1<SI7Y, Cham-paign, III., J. M. Gregory .. LL. D., Regent. CoUege 
, of Agriculture, College of J!;nglneers, College of Nat-
UI &! SCIences, College f Literllture and Arts. Fall term 
begins Sept. 11, 1871. rtf] 
S T MARy'S SCHOOL, Knoxville,lmnois. A Board-ing SchOOl for qirls; FIrst-class throughout; a safe Chnstian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made to patrons tn nearly every city in the 
West. . rtf] c. W. LEPPINGWELL, D .D., Rector. 
S YRACUSE UNIVERSITY, at Syracuse, N . Y. The University has now the foUowing departments in op-
eration: College or Liberal Art..--E. O. Haven, D. 
D., LL. D.t Chancellor. Medical College-F. Hyde, M.D., Dean 'Cotlege of Fine Arts-G. F. Comfort, A. M., Dean. 
For Annuals and Clther information, apply to E. O. HA-
VEN, Chancellor. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard, and other fir..t-c1ass colleges, without conditions. 
The English course presents rare opportuniti~. to young mcn 
preparing for business, or young la~ies. dcsmng 'a thorough 
course of study. For further informatIOn address E. J . James, 
Ph. D., Normal, Ill. 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORMAL, and Kindergarten Trai1ling, Sc"ool. Reorganized with full faculty. Three fun courses, one, two. and three years respect .. 
,veiy. IncDrporated under State Board Df Trustees. This 
j. the o"ly Normal School in the State having a distinct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the mcH thorough academic instinction. . 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
. Worthington O. 
Boston· University' 
Offcrs in CollegIate and Post-graduate s tudies, In Theology, 
Law, and Medicine, the choicest of Eastern Advan-
tages, Addres. Tlu Reglstrar. 
EDWARD DE ANGUERA'S 
OONSERVATOR~ OF MUSIO, 
103 State Street, 249 Park Ave, 
OEl::a::OA.GC>, -
Teachers of acknowled!{ed ability in their several depart-
mellU~ have been secured 1n the following branches; 
Piano, Or~an, Violin, Violoncello, Cornet, Guita r, Zither, 
Flute and Piccolo, Vocal Culture, Harmony, Counterpoint 
Fuge, CompoSItion, Thorough.bRIII Reading at Sight and all other branches of Music; a 5 0 Elocution, Fr~nch 
German, ItaH n and Spanish. ' 
Full information concerning the institution and its manage 
men! can be obtained by mquiring at W. W. Kimball's 
Mustc Warerooms, Cor. State and Adams Streets, and at the 
Conservatory. 
$5 to $20per day at hom... Samples worth,s &eo REWARDS OFME~IT. Tcachen'pricelistfr .. , Sampi .. Adclreli StIDS~n &; Co. POrtland ·Me. cub fonoc.{aUver orstamps)F. X. Adams "Hill.N. H 
-. 
VALUABLE 
Text Books. 
(J-.oice·Readings. 
By Prof. R. C. C UMNOCK. Price, S1.15 . 
if It seems to me one of the few thoroughly satisfactory 
books in'its line. I know of no classified collection of read-
ings at all to be compared wilh it."-Pr'!/, Rock1uood, Stat. 
Normal Scllool, WiSco1lsin. 
Primer of Political Economy. 
By A. B. MASON and J . J . LALOR. Price 60 CIS. 
HWe have given it a pretty thorough examination , and in 
our judgment, it is better adapted for the use of the youth 01 
our public schools than any other work on the subject that 
we can call to mind!'-Gazette, Cincinnatl . 
Animal Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT WHIPPLE. Price, 15 cts. , 
If An excellent book for the young student beginning 7.001 .. 
ogy. It systematizes observation and directs attention to. the 
important characters upon which classification depends."-
Presidt"t Marcy, Nor/II-western University. 
Ilanual of the Vertebrates. 
By Prof. D, B. JORDAN. Price~ ".5°. 
U Dr. Jordan has embodied in this work the latest results 
ofzoologicalsciencc, and we know of no .similar book which 
contains so much and so reliable information suited to the 
special wants of students in the field or class·room."-New 
England Journal of Educatt'on. 
COOD READINC. 
Life of Benedict Arnold. 
His Patriotism and hisTrcasoa. By Han. t. N, Arnold, 
Crown 8vo, gi lt top. Price, $'. 50. 
Hor great merit and historical value. It can be read with 
interest ana profit for what it tells of a period which is f", • 
fading out of knowledge."-Express, New Yorl.:. 
Motives of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWING. Price. $:.00. 
"Prof. Swing writes with the simplicity, the earn~stness, 
and the honesty which comes of a sincere devotion to all that 
is best, a cd noblest; and purest in life and character;"-
Eveni"g Post, New York. . 
ingersoll amI Moses. 
By Rev. SA~1UEL I VES CURTISS, I) . D. Price, $1,'5 
"The book i. characterized by ripe scholarship a nd great 
fairness and courtesy in argument. It is the strongest argu-
ment yet made aga.inst the sophistries which have been so 
widely advertised during the' past few years, mainly through 
the lectures of Col. Ingersoll." - Tlte h ,t.r-Ocean. 
Short Histol'Y of Fl'ance. 
. , 
For Young People. By Miss KIRKLAND. Price, $ •. so. , 
"The narrative is not dry 'on a single p.ge, and the little 
history may be commendcd as the best of its kind that has 
yet appeared ," -Bul/e/i .. , P4ilad.!j"la, 
Belle amI the Boys. 
A New Juvenile. By Mrs. C. F. CORBIN. Price, $','5. 
. "It secms just the book to be appteciated by fai r, sweet 
• yonng girls, and brave, manly boys,. Handsomely printed 
and illustrated, it is one of the preltiest juvenile books of the 
year."-A1II. Bookseller, N . Y. 
Tales of Ancient Gl'eece. 
By the RewSir G. W . Cox, Bart, M . .A . Price, $ •. 60. 
"The grace with which these 0101 tales of the mythology . 
are retold makes tJiem 35 enchanting to the young as familiar 
fairy tares, or the Arabian Nights."....,Publislters' WeeklJ', 
.Q-Sold by all booksellers, or sent by mail, postpaid, on 
receipt o! price by the publishers, . 
Jansen, lctJIurg. &; (JO., 
11'1'and U9 State Stroot, Olticago; 
